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ABSTRACT 
Two new methods , s ui t able for either hand or digital computer 
calculations , are dev e l oped for the determination of all the trees of a 
nonoriented linear graph . Computer programs based on these methods a re 
written. They great ly r educe the computation t ime whi l e minimizing 
c omputer s t orage requirements. 
In add ition , a pr ogram for the determination of network functio ns 
i s also developed by us ing topological relationships. This program is 
sufficient l y generali z ed to permit its use for either a one port or a 
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1. Introduction. 
Topological formulas for analy zing el~ctrical networks have become 
popular in recent y ears. The main reasons for the current interest in 
this field are that they are relatively simple to manipu late when com-
pared wi th the conventional method and that topological formulas read-
ily implemented b y means of computer programming . The topological · 
formulas for analy zing an electrical network and for computing network 
function s have been studied by a number of investigators [1 ]-[8]. In 
section 2, topological formulas for evaluating various network functions 
of a passive network without mutual inductances are briefly discussed. 
Trees of a network play an important role in topological network 
analy sis. How all the trees of a network can be found ef f ective l y and 
ec onomicall y is the main task with which this thesis is c oncerned. In 
this paper two new tree-finding methods, which are named the 'dichotomy 
method' and the 'T-triangle method', have been developed. The main 
advantages of these two methods are that there is no d up lication, com-
putation time is reduced, and they are suitable for both hand calcu-
lation and computer programming. The algorithm and computer program 
for each method are included in section 3. 
A computer program for the determination of network fu nctions is 
presented in section 4. The topological formulas, modified by Chan and 
Chan [ 6] and [8] , which permit the determination of network functions 
by means of only a single tree finding subroutine, were used in this 
program. This program can handle a rather complex ne twork due to the 
smaller memory requirement achieved by the ' T-triangle ' tree fi nding 
method. 
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2. Topolog i ca l Formu la s . 
2 . 1 Gener a l Descr i ption. 
The bas i c l aws u sed to solv e for t he currents and vol tages in an 
electrica l n e t work a re Kirchhoff ' s cur r ent law and Kirchhoff's voltage 
law. By u si ng the s e laws one c a n writ e a set of loop (mesh) equations 
or a set of nod e equat i o n s fr om a network . The ordinary method of 
solving a set of e q u a tions to obt a in a desired network function from 
t he rati o o f a determinant and it s cofactor is cumbersome. Since the 
informa t i o n i n the determi nant co n tains a great deal of redundancy 
(i.e . , in the expa nsion o f the de t erminan t many terms o ccur more than 
once, bu t wi t h opposite signs ) , i t s eva l u ation will b e lengthy due to 
cancellat i on s . As we s ee from the pro perties of an i nc idence matrix 
and circu i t matr ix, [ 1], [ 2], the deter minant and cofactor of a system 
equat ions can b e evaluat ed direct ly from t h e trees, c otrees and K-
t re es of t he ne twork . The topo log ical analy sis of e lec trical networks, 
t here fo r e, pr ovides a shortcut in evaluat i ng network de terminants and 
c o fa c tors b e c ause t h e usual cancellations inher ent i n t he evaluation 
o f t he ne twork determinants are av oided . Moreover, it displays in a 
v ery i ntu i t ive manner , the cau sal rela t i onships between the several 
v ari abl es under study. 
I n networ k s ynth esis , tr e es o f a n e twork will g ive the important 
i nformation t h a t signi f icantl y a ff ects the network f unc tions. Conse-
quently, trees o f a networ k p l a y a n impor t a nt role i n t opo l ogical 
analys is a nd s yn t hesis. 
2.2 Defini tion of Terms a nd Symb o ls. 
Edge or el eme n t - a line segme nt t ogeth er with its e nd points. 




Graph - a finite collection of edges such that no t wo edges hav e a 
point in common t hat is not a vertex. This is also called a 
linear g raph. 
Subgraph - a sub s et of edges of the graph. 
Connected graph - a graph G is connected if there exists a path between 
any t wo vertexes of the graph . 
Circuit or loop - a subgraph in which every vertex has t wo edges 
i ncident to it, 
Tree - a connected subgraph of a connected graph containing all the 
vertices of the graph but containing no circuit. 
Cotree - a set of chords, which includes all the edges of the 
complement of a tree in a graph G. 
2-tree - a subgraph of a tree of G formed by removing any one edge 
from the tree. In other words, it is a pair of unconnected 
circuitless subgraphs which together include all the vertices of 
the graph. 
3-tree - three unconnected ·circuitless subgraphs obtained by removing 
any one edge from a 2 - tree of the graph. 
Incidence matrix, A - a matrix with rows corresponding to vertices and 
a 
columns to edges of a graph, and the entry 
a . . 1 if the edge j is incident at vertex i ~J 
a . . 0 if the edge j is not incident at v ertex i q 
Circuit matrix, B 
a a matrix with one row for each circuit in the 
graph , and the entry 
b . . 
~J 1 if the edge j is in circuit i 
b. . 0 if the edge j is not in circuit i . ~J 
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A i nc i denc e matrix with a ny on e de pe ndent row dele ted 
B c i r cuit matrix wi th the depe ndent r ow s deleted . 
2.3 Conce pt o f Topology i n El ect r i c al Ne tworks 
Kirchho ffU s Laws 
The fu nd ament a l equations of elec t rical network theory are: 
(a ) Kirchho f f ' s cu rren t law the s um of t he instantaneous 
cur rents out o f any node are zero; i n ma trix notation 
it is 
0 (2-3-1) 
where A i s t h e incidence matr i x of a network as 
defi ned i n sectio n 2.2 and I (t) is a column matrix 
e 
of branch c urren t , 
(b) Kirchhoff' s voltage law the s um o f i nstantaneous 
bra nc h voltages around any loop i s zero; in matrix 
notat i on it is 
B V (T ) 
e 
0 (2-3-2) 
where B is t he circuit matrix of a ne twork as defined 
in sec tion 2 .2 a nd V (t ) is a column ma t rix of branch 
e 
vol t a g e , i . e . , t 
Ve Ci) = Le it J e (t ) + l?.e I~ N) + c~' {Ie(-l )d:t -J- Vc (O J f I.e rt) 
and where 
L el ement inductance matrix 
e 




element c apacitance matr i x 
E (t ) 
e 
column matrix of branch v oltage sources 
The Lap l a c e t ransformations o f t he f undamental equations are: 
A I (S) 
e 







B V (S) = 0 
e 
(KVL) 
and z is the element impedance matrix in squar e f orm. 
e 
( 2- 3-4) 
When we discuss network functions the initial conditions 
are always set to zero, therefore 
V (S) 
e 
and I (S) 
e 
V ( S) 
e 
I I 
E (S) + Z (S) I (S) 
e e e 
B I (S) 
m 
I 
A V (S) 
n 
(2 - 3-5) 
(2 - 3- 6) 
( 2-3-7) 
where A and B are the transport of A and B re s pect ive l y; 
I and V both are column matrices. The s ubscripts m and 
m n 
n im ply mesh (loop) and vertex (node ) respect i vely . 
Substitu ting (2-3-5) into (2-3-4) we have 
(2-3-8 ) 
Substituting (2-3-6) into (2-3-8) we have 
( 2- 3 - 9) 
Referr i ng to equations (2-3-5) once more, solving f or I (s) and 
e 
Z -l ( s) 
e 
Y (S), we obtain 
e 
(2-3-10 ) 
where Y is the element admittance matrix in s quare form. 
e 
Then s ubst itute ( 2-3-10) and (2-3-7) into (2-3-3 ) wh ich be come s 
(2 - 3 - 11) 
•qu at io n ( 2-3- 9) can be written in the form: 
(2 - 3 - 12) 
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where Z (s) = B Z ( s) B , the mesh impedance matrix and E 
m e m 
i s the co lumn matr ix of vo l tage sources around a loop. The 
polarities of the vo ltage sources a r e chosen to be po sitive 
in the direction of the loop current. 
Equation (2-3-11) c an be writt en in the form 
Y (S) V (S) 
n n 
I ( S) 
n 
( 2-3 -13) 
I 
Where Y (S) = A Y A , th e node admitta n ce matr ix and I repre-
n e n 
sents the node current sources in column matrix form. 
Equation (2-3-12) i s known as t he loop (mes h ) equations in matrix 
form and equat i on (2-3- 13) i s known as t he node equation in matrix 
form. 
The utilization of the pro pert i es of incidence matrices and 
circuit matrices and t he development of topological formula s to eval -
uate the mesh i mpedance and nod e admittance determinants and their 
co factors by using tree , cotree and 2-tree conce pts have been dis -
cussed by May e d a [ 1], We i nberg [2] , Ch an [3], Reza [4], and Seshu a n d 
Reed [ 5] . Therefore, the fo rmu las are merely outlined here. 
(1 ) 
(2) 
6, :::: J Y'/1...( s) /::::: .S Tree admittanc e products V(Y) 
(2-3-14) 
i.e. , the s um of all tree admi t tance products of a network, 
N. The notat i on ~ is t he node d e terminant • 
(2-3-15) .bt l =I A_i Ye (s) A ~ ~ I admittance 
product s = W~,) r ( Y) 
i . e . , t h e s um o f all the 2-tree admit t ance product s of a 
ne t work , N, wi t h each 2-tree f ormed in two subgraphs; one 
s ubgraph cont a i ning node i a nd the other subgraph con-
tain i ng the reference node r. This is i dent ica l to the sum 
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( 3 ) 
(4) 
of all tree admittance products of the graph obtained by 
identify ing the ith node with the reference nod e. This 
graph is designated N. 
~,r The notation ~ii is t he (i, i) 
cofactor of 8 
~ cotree impedance product s ( 2-3 - 16 ) 
i.e., s um of all the chord set (complement edges of a 
tree) impedance products of a network , N. The notation 6 
is the mesh determinant. 
~ cotree imped ance produ cts 
(2 - 3-17) 
C LV, (z)] 
where N1 is the network obtained by delet i ng element y j 
which is an element in loop i but not in any other loop. 
The notation 6 .. is the (i,i) cofactor of 6 • 
~~ 
2 .4 One-port Networks 
One port network (1-p network) is a network with one pair of nodes 
designated as '·'input terminal nodes," i.e . , the driving point terminals. 
A one port network is shown in Fig. 2-1. 
I ] , ., 
.1 .... 
I 
,·,.._\L.I,_,·_L' L, c lZ. L C ~,/----~L----J _ _ _ J _ ___ ! 
\= ~j' 2-Z 
1-F) 11 -J"w k ; 
k. Y c..\ ;t--.d h'1 C..lL rl"e.i-1 t-
4o IN\. 
15 
l , L. C. 
I - r '1'1 ~o rk 
)(<:.I t~ 6~ v ~ l"\ "'5 1?. 
/.) o c r~ 
I The networ k c an be excited acros s input ter mi nals 1-1 by e i t her 
a current source, Fig. 2-2, or by a voltage s ource, Fig. 2-3. 
Driv ing Poin t Admit tance 
The driving point admittance is de fined a s 
\(~p (s) = 
l t Fig. 2-4 (b t ... ( I< ) l. I c ) I \1; I'= El 1 - p network with node 1 
,. l ± N a s the reference node. 
St arting f r om t he node equation fo r a 1-p network with v- 1 
independent nodes, from (2 - 3- 13) 
Y (S) V (S) 
n n 
I ( S) 
n 
( 2-4-1) 
or in detail 





The solution f or vll I is 
811 I 
v11 r = Il 8 ( 2- 4 - 3) 
then we get 
( 2- 4 -4) 
Since 6. and .e. 111 are the de t erminant and its cofactor of 
t he node admittance matrix of the network, N, t herefore topological 
f ormulas (2- 3- 14) and (2-3-1 5) can be a pplied here, and t he desired 




I tree admittance products of network 1'.--i r.~J , ·~
or ydp (S) I (2-4-6) tree admittance products of network :~ #-
Example 2.1. A t y pical network is shown in Fig. 2-5. 
I Lt 3 ~~8 z cbi '' cl 
-~- C, L2 l y,, I 
I ~ I 
t' I ' 
~="'J :2 -S' F•j .2- 6 
1-P /Y\....j w-<n..k I N . 7AQ. cy ""-f h of )1a.f wo1J. N. 
Table 1. The given values of parameters 
I Parameter I L, ::; I i c, ~ 2 1?,-:: I C2 = s C = l I i R., = "F 
I Admittance I Y. =.L I 5 y - ) z- -...s I) ::: I % =Js y: -_L s-.s Y.:; =2 
I Impedance I Z, :: s I 2 _ _L 7 - I I z<~ = :, ~ ,4=s z6 =f I ~ .t.- ~ s ... 1 
17 
' q 1 I i ll 111111 
Trees of graph N: 
Y. Y, 'r4 Y, Y, 
[ Y, v {Y Y,_ 
Y; Y,. y3 =..l Y,7';)4=6s Y. Y ... Ys = .s~ Y,}-:~ ::: 4 
y, ~ Y, -;; Y, ~ ~ Ys-
y; I? y6::: .s.z Y,~'fs=} Y.Y<+Yt = ( Y. Y3 Yr ~ } , 
V(Y) .L + 2. + 12 + 6s 2 s 
s 
To get w1 , 1 , (Y), we short nod e s 1- 1' then we ge t N1 , 1 , 
shown in Fig. 2-7 
Fig. 2-7. The graph of N1 1 , 
' 
Trees of graph N1 1 , are 
' 
Y,l/VY,V 77 / s- Ys- )'{, 
''!;. Ys ~ 3 13 Is ::: ; <-
'(.. yt, -:::.4 s Y. Ys-::::..s• Y21$- =~ Y, 'tt, ::::. .s 
' 
~y3 y r r- ~ ~ / Yb Y.., I 1-






wv ( Y) == A.:' + _!±._ ', + 10 + I Z + b A..?. 4. (2-4 - 7) 
Therefore 
I 7 + I .Z + 6 4-
4.~ + A_ 
ydp 
_j__ + A- -+ I o -t I <,A.. + b .4.' 4."-
(2-4-8) 
-t 74... + I J.. A.Lf I 
ydp 
+ 44... -+ I 0 A.?. + I .(. f.L3 + {, 4. <j 
(2-4-9) 
Driving Point Impedance 
The driving point impedance of a 1-p network N, see Fig. 2-4, 
is defined as 
zdp(s) 
E1 (s) 
---I 1 (s) 
all initial values 0 (2-4-10) 
From equation (2-3-12), the loop equation of 1-p network N 
with ~ independent loops is 
r 111 z 12. z,€ r I, E-, 
Zz 1 .Zu. . . . - . z,_~ 1 ... 0 (2-4-11) 
-
... - ... .. . l I I Z;_ , Zu_ --. Zt , 0 ;... - -
where zjk the impedance in S-domain common to loop j and k 
I. 
J 
loop current around loop j 
E. 
J 
net voltage rise around loop j 
Solve for Il 
so 
Il (2-4 - 12) 
that 
zdp (2-4-13) 
Z (mesh impedance matrix) in equation (2-3-12) is not just for 
m 
the network N, but in addition, includes one loop which consists of the 
driving source, i.e., the loop established by the first row in equation 
19 
(2-3-12) . Z for the network alone is the submatrix of Z obtained 
m m 
by deleting the first row and first co lumn . Therefore, wi th a little 
modificat ion to the topological fo rmulas (2-3-16) and (2-3 -17) , [1], 
we have 
~, , C [V (Z)J (2-4- 14) 
(2-4-15) 
He nc e the topologica l formu la for the driving point impedance is 
( [ W,, ,, (z)] 
C [ V UOJ 
(2-4-16) 





By the topological formul a of Ydp , equation (2-4-18), we have the 
more use ful t opo logical formula fo r Zdp , thus 
V(Y) (2-4-18) 
Examp le 2.2. For the purpose of compar ing results and in order to 
provide the same input for a comput er program, let's consider the same 
1-p network as in example 2 . 1 . Also the given values of parameters are 
the same as in exampl e 2.1. 
20 
,_ 
I Graph of network N: '7 I ~ !Graph of network N1 1 , 
' 
z,~ 
Tree s Co trees Cotree Prod. Trees Co trees Cotree Prod . 
1---------------------------------~--,-------~----------~----------l 
J I - .<, 7 - 1 I C[VCZ) = }z4_ -+ I<:A -t I + 2 4.. , . I 0 I -2 4 -I o 1 z. C[ w, 1.(z) := --:;!.L +-A. + -1 - -+A..+-4. / '"-' 1:(!. 1<. 2. 
21 
II I I I I 
I - ;z. 
_A_ £ I + _'...2- A..z A_ + + A..-+ r 2 1.:<. I 2. :2 
zd p I - .2. 
- I 
(2 - 4- 19 ) 
7 
-A 
-+ - 4. -\- I -+ 4_ , z I~ 
~ 3 ~A.. <I 
-t 4Al + I c A + 124 + (2- 4 -20 ) 
zdp 
+ 74.. + l:Z. 
z 
-\- ~ 4! 
If we use equa t ion (2-4-17) i n c onjunction wi th the va l ue of 
y 
d p 
obtained in example 2 . 1, then we have 
1 
+ 4A- + I 0 4' + I Z 4..~ "t b4 4 
z dp ydp I :Z rt2 -\- b 4. 3 
( 2-4- 21) 
+ 74 -\-
Notice this result agr ees w t h t he prev ious one. 
2. 5 Two-port Networks 
A networ k with one pai r of nod e s (1,1' ) designated as t he i n pu t 
t e rmi n als and one other pa ir of nod e s (2,2' ) designated as the ou tput 
termi na ls i s called a two port ne t wo r k (2-P) . It is shown i n Fig . 
2-8 . 
1, l .:t Fig . 2-8 . A two-port network, I I f ... -TJ.. with n odes ( 1, 1') j-( ' 1..-' c 
v, v>- and (2 , 2 ') d e sig -
I C 2- P) I nated a s t h e input l' ~ z· and out pu t ter min a l s 
respect i vel y. 
There are four variable s to be r elated in a two-por t ne t wor k, i.e. 
I
1
, the inpu t current; v1 , the in pu t voltage ; I 2 , the out pu t c u r r ent ; 
and v2 , the ou t put vol tage. The t o polot i cal formulas as soc i ated to 
the ratios of the different v ariabl e s of a 2-p network wi ll be d i scu s s ed 
in the f o llowing sections. 
Open Circuit (O .C, ) I mped a nce Func t i on 




(2-5 - 1) 
The parameters z11 , z12 , z21 , and z22 are called the open 
circui t impedance func tions of the passive two - port netwo rk . They 





(2 - 5 -2) 
From Eq. (2-5 - 1), clearly we can evaluate these functions in the 
following manner: 
= ~I I z,.z \/, I zll 1:.?..-:;:; 0 l ~ "I,:=o 
lor~" 2. -:>..:) ( o~ I- 1' ) 
(2-5-3) 
~I ZA,7.. = Vz I I, :;o 2 21 I, 1~= 0 12 
( op~"'- z..- z.' ) (or~~ 1-1') 
Notice for a reciprocal network we have 
(2-5 - 4) 
Let node 1' be the reference node in Fig. 2-8, and assume there 
are n independent nodes in the 2-p networ k, then the node equations 
are 
'(;, Vt + Y:~ Vz -r 
Yz., v, -+ %2 v2 + 
• ~ .. Y. ..... v~, = 1, 
1~ /'l- v"' = 12. 
v V +v v+ · · 1 1-l t 1 l11 =l. :t. 




where /!., and& .. are the deter minant and i ts cofactor of t he node -
~ J 
admittance ma t rix of Eq. ( 2- 5- 5). 
a nd 
From the t opological formula s s t a t ed in Section 2.3, we have 
( 2-5-7) 
= ~J t <-?' + ~~' t'+ ~- ., 11 + W .t:<: t ' - VI/, •' ,, - w' I ' J .; <'<.. ,., ,.... -<. J 2 N , 
= W.t.,.. 1 :z' + vi~~ ~~ 
=W~,:z-' ( 2-5 -8 ) 
Ther efore , the t opo l ogi cal f or mul as for open c ircu it impedance 
I 
fu nctions are 




d ig i t al com put a tion are dev eloped by Chan and Chan, [6 ] [8] , that is 












Short Circuit (S.C.) Admittance Functions 
If we solve Eq. (2-5-1) for I in terms of Z , V1 oc 
then we have 
r z:>.2, 
l-z~ . 
We define the short circuit admittance matrix YSC as 
z,-; = [ 
and 
(2-5-11) 
(2 - 5-12) 
Then the entries of YSC , which we called the short circuit 
admittance functions of the passive 2-P, can be measured in the 
following manner: 
Y; , ].I I VI V2-= 0 
( s h.crct- ~-2:' ) 
(2-5-13) 
Y~ ~ 
Also notice for a reciprocal network we have 
(2 - 5-14) 
The expressions for the short circuit admittance functions in 
terms of the cofactors of the node-admittance matrix are given [3] [ 1] 
as 
1 r62~-t-~~';<_ ' -2LS:lz :v' 
~1 122. -f/.\,.z'z/ - .Z!J,z:z' , L:}.,~, - e,~ J (2- 5-15) 
where &ijk£ is the determinant obtained from 8 by deleting rows 
i and k and columns j and £. 
25 
The denominator on the right hand side of Eq. (2 - 5-15 ) can be 
expressed i n t opological fo rmu l a as [ 3 ][ 1] 
( 2-5-16) 
where U12 , 2 l ' is the s um of 3 - tree admittance products. The 
' ' 
3 - tree designated by t he indice s o f U results from the subgraphs wi th 
v ert ices 1 ,2' i n one part, ver t ex 2 in another part and vertex 1' i n 
t he t hird part. Simil ar inter pr e t ations can be applied to t he other 
terms in (2-5 - 16). 
The topolog ica l expressions f or t hose t erms in the matrix of Eq. 
(2-5 - 15) are shown in t he previ ou s sect i on. Consequently , the topol -
ogical formula fo r shor t c i rcu i t admi t tance fu nctions are 
Y. =- - I l sc ~u (2-5-17) 
However t he more us eful to pological formulas for YSC for digital 
computa t i on are given by Chan and Chan [ 6] [ 8], that is 
(2-5 -18) 
It has been shown by Chan [7] tha t 
~ U =- ~ Tre e admi ttance product of the network whic h i s 
obtained by ident i fying nodes 1-1 ' and nodes 2-2'. (2-5- 19) 
i . e., 





Voltage Ratio Transfer Functions 
The voltage ratio transfer function, ~ 12 , of a 2-P Netwo rk 
(Fig . 2-9) is defined as the ratio of the output terminal voltage to 




















From Eq .. (2-5-1) and Eq . (2-5-10) we obtain the following 
equations: 





(2-5 - 25) 
Therefore, 
)( -~l -
t:<. - V 1. -o-I 2.-
Similar ly 
} L = ::!;__I 
.Z J Vz 1,=-o 
± ( w,,J..! + W2., 1' _.,_,h 2. -W,~z' ) 
W,J 
± ( w,, J..' 4 w ;;_, ,, - w,,~ -w,~~') 
w;J. ~~ 
I 
Current Ratio Trans fer Funct ions. 
(2 - 5 - 26) 
(2-5-27) 
The curr ent ratio trans fe r fu nction , a 12 , o f a 2- P Network 
(See Fig . 2- 9) is defined as the r a t i o of t he output t o the input 
current s when t he output t ermina l s ( 2- 2' ) ar e shorted, i. e . , v2 = 0. 
Thus 
(2-5 - 28) 
Simil arly 
(j_2t 1, \ I V ( 'i> h.v-r-T I - I' ) .?. ,:::o 
(2-5-29) 
Fr om Eqs. (2 - 5-11) and ( 2-5-18) we have the followi ng equations: 
By simil ar manipulations t o tho s e done for the voltage transfer 
functio n, we obtain 
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1<. 
.l( w, .., -t\f..), ,, , -w, ~ ~ - Wz ,, ) 
_2 ~ ~ J""'- j <-- I 
W;;., ':l! 
( 2- 5- 31 ) 
(2-;>-32) 
Example 2 ,3 Given a 2-p Network shown in Fig. 2-10 
(_ Q ) ( b ) 
Fig. 2-10, (a) A given 2-P Network, (b) The graph corresponding 
to the Network shown in (a). 
The v alues of the parameters in the Network ar e shown i n Table 2. 
Table 2 Parameters of Example 2-3 
Edge I 2- 3 4 s 
Parameter I c, L R, c, R, 
Value /.0 .f<R-rv~l 0. s- h-€-11 "~--'J /,a 0~ f>t I o f .v)eo..d / . 0 0~1''1 
Admittance Y, = / , 0..4. '(.; ~. o ~; 7 y3 -::::/.0 '(., = I. o A )t. = /. (j 
The network functions of the 2-P Network given above are obtained 
by t he following three steps: 
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11 1 'I I ill 
Step 1. Lis t of all t he trees , 2-trees , 3-trees and their admittance 
produ ct , 
z 
- --- - - -r ----- -- ---
G./)"'~'"- of N d (54orf l- t') {7// a._/"'/1 "/ ~,:t' (.4k (l'l f .2. -i ) 
30 




~z -  ~~~l =A 
Q 
I ::> Y, Y,~<-
' 
:_Y;•_A" - ;:>+,Y,· ~ 
~- Y, Ys-= I 
·------
I Ei ,__I., J,. of N, '.~( '< har·T 1' - 2' ) 
.  4 :." I '"'~~(. ..4·~ .. 
--------.----------~--------~-----------,· 12-h e.e \'r--od ' I 2 -tree ~ 2. h~e. r 'J'Od. .2.- t. e e.s 2 -t r<>e )OI"<lcl . 
/1 i Y, Y, " ~ i ~ Y,Y, =-t __L{ Y,Y,=4 
/1•j Y, Y, ~ < ~ 'Y,Y.~ Z ___,__3 
X I Y~ Y~- =: ~ j4 Y.Y~ = /J_~ ~ 
----------~----------- ·------- ----·- ------+----------j 
~ Y~Y] = ~ ~ I 
----·-+--~·------·-·-·---+----------- ---·---··----+----------
I. y~ ::. z 
~4 Yl.- Y ... =Z 
- -----------'---·-----!------·-----'-·----·----+---------~-------
Yz, = I 
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Step 2 
From the results of Step 1, we have 
\( (y) -= 
\. I lY) - ~ -t ., -+ 4 A I " ~ VV 111/ - A_ .(. N . 1' / "'-
i (w, ;z' + w~ ,, -w, ~ -w,. z:) I J J ..._ J 
Step 3, By the topological formulas of (2-5-10), (2-5-18), (2-5-26), 
(2 - 5-27), (2-5 - 31 ) and (2-5-32) , we obtain the follow ing results. 
( 1) Open circuit impedance functions 
1. + <. + 44... -+ 4..~ z = vV;, ,, = _:_A..-=--------
11 V(Y ) ~ -r ' -t4A +..{a. 
4.. 
4 -1--<.. ~ +4 A...1--+ A.! 
..<.... -+ ~ -t +442. + 4.3 







z.H VV.z :z' * -t 3 -t~ A2. -+ 5 4. -t ..(. ~=-
.{3 + 4.4..""-+ {, 4.. + :<.. .43 -+ 44.4 -\- 6.-Q +Z VCY) 
Short circuit admittance functions 
VJ.z-,2,' 
~ 3 -+ A... ;z 3 -<t. + z + 
.4. -t r;, 
2.U z ;t '2. + -2..4.. -+Z 
-+ z +A.. 
Y,z. 
-= YZ I 
~ ( I/IJ1,z +VV, ;7.' -W,1 ~' -W.z. ,l') 
- 2U 
3.. - A_ z + .<. A. -A. 
.z... 
4...-+.:<..-t 4.2 -+ Z.<l. + .Z 
y~2,. Vll,t' .4~ +44~-+24. +4 --'--
-:z...u 4..2 + -ZI.L-+ Z 
Voltage ratio transfer functions 
± ( W;, z'-+-W'.z.,t' -w,,~ - w ,,-;,.') 
W1,1' 
(4) Current ratio transfer functions 
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(2 - 5-35) 
(2-5-36) 
(2-5-37) 
(2-5 - 38) 
(2-5-39) 
(2-5 -40) 
II I I I I 




3. Tree Finding Me t hod 
Most topological formu las for network analysis depend on the 
determination of all the trees of the network graph. The number of 
trees of a c ompl ex network may be greater than a million. Therefore, 
the c ompu t at ion time and memory space are the primary factors we have 
to consider when a computer i s used for tree finding. Many tree-finding 
methods have been given by various authors [9] - [15]. But one or 
mor e disadvantages exists in each of these methods. They are listed 
in Tab l e 3. 
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TABLE 3 
Tree-finding method given by 
G. J. Minty 
G. w. Zobrist and 
G. v. La go 




B. R. Myers and 
L. v. Auth 
L. M. Maxwell and 
J. M. Cline 
Disadvantages 
long computation time, since 
(2T-l) graphs are needed for 
T trees. 
simplify the tree finding method 
for a complete graph only by one 
step. 
large memory space required, also 
tedious for hand calculation. 
long computation time and large 
memory are required due to 
duplication. 
Same as above. 
Same as above. 
Same as above. 
Two different tree-finding methods are given in this paper: 
Dichotomy method and T-triangle method. Both of these methods do not 
result in duplications, hence, these two methods achieve both a reduced 
computation time and a smaller memory requirements. However, the T-
triangle method is much better ~or a complicated network . 
3.1 Dichotomy Method 
Algorithm 
1. List the sets of edges incident to each of the vertices of the 
given graph and arrange them in any arbitrary sequences in a row 
(see examples) and call them "vertex sets." 
2. Comparison Procedure 
(1) Take the first vertex as an "operating vertex . " Compare its 
vertex set with one of any other vertex which has at least 
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one edge in common with that of the operating vert ex. This 
other vertex is designated as 'comparing vertex'. List 
(store) the common edges fou nd by this step as a "common set." 
(2) Create two new "ver tex sets" in the following manne r: 
(a) Eliminate the common edges from both the operating vertex 
set and the comparing vertex se t. Place them wi th the 
remai ning ordered vertex sets to the right of the same 
row. 
(b) Combine the operating vertex set and t he comparing v ertex 
set with their common edges eliminated to form a new 
"operating ver tex" set, then place it together with the 
other original vertex sets below in the same column. 
3. Repeat 2 successively fo r the new vertex sets through the same 
column until an empty se t is resul t ed. 
4. Return to the first non-zero ver tex set, which was stored in t he 
preceding rows, and repea t 2 and 3 . Repeat this succes sively 
until an empty vertex se t is fou nd in the first row . 
5. List all the trees by the following steps: 
( 1) Form an ordered group from all "common sets" in the first 
column. Form additional ordered grou ps by taking the commo n 
sets generated in each succeeding column and replacing them 
fo r the common sets i n their respective rows in the preceding 
column unti l the common set s of the final column have been 
used. 
( 2) Li st all the trees from each group of common sets by taki ng 
one element a t a time f rom each of the common sets . 
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Example 3 . 1 
2 G 
(I) List the vertex sets 




L~ z.) (! 34)(Z3'5G)(457)(67i 
I 
(67) 
Fig. 3 - 1 The given graph with eac h 
edge designated by a 
number. 
® 
[z. -34)(23 5" ~ )(45"1)(6.7) ----~ [41 (~6) ( 4- 5"7)(67 ) 
-II * .. l!( • it 
23 
( 4 s~](4? 7) ( b 7) 
*.. ~~~-
45 
( <:; 7] (~7) 
!f.-lit * "* 
6 7 
--- l~ J ( 7 )(& 7) 
'I( • 
b 
(1 ) l 7) 
* ll( 
7 
@) l 21 (34-')(z 3'~ )(45" 7) ( £ 7) 
* z 
4 
Ls- 7) (Sb )(<;, ]) ~ [ 7](6) (67) 
+ * • *' 
s 7 
[ 6 1) (G7) [61(&) 
;1<>1- *'" '* f( 
b7 G 
(3 s-£ J(3 4 ) (_45 7)(6 7) 
lf * 
- - -- [ s-6] (1-)(45" 7 )(, 7 ) --[ '](4)(47)(~ 7) 
* • • * 
3 5 b 
[ s ~A·) (45""7 )(6 7) e.-Lb)(7)l6 7) [ 64-1)( 4)(67) (1] (4)(~ 7) 
"' "" •* 
.. It l1! .. "" . 
4S ~ 4 7 
[ €:.1] (67 ) (7 ] c 7) [ 67)(67) (41 ( 4) 
'*= * K.~ 
.. ~ 
""'.. . "' • "' 
67 7 t; 1 4 
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( III ) Listing a ll t he t r ees 
Group o f Common Sets TREES 
) ( 2- s) (4 s-) ( b ?) t:z.L16 I z._ ') <{, I 3 4-6 I ~t,- (5 ( I !.Z4 7 I ~ s- 7 I 3 4 ] I 5 'J- 7 
ll ) ( 2~) ( b )( 7 ) I 4 ~ 7 { ) 6 7 
ll ) ( 4 )( S" ) ( 6 1) I 4 ':>- 6 I 4 s- 7 
( I ) ( 4 )( 7 )( 6) 14 {, 7 
(2) ( 3 ) (4S" )(G 7 ) 2.3 4 6 .z.. ~ 4 7 ..<,35-G: .z.. 3 ~- 7 
(2. ) ( :s ) ( 6 ) ( 7) 2- ~ 6 7 
( .z, ) l s-) ( 4 ) (f, 7) 2- f" +' 2 ".:r.t~· 7 
(2) c b ) ( 7 )(4 ) z t 74 
Total number of tree s 21 
Example 3. 2. 
(I) Li s t t he v e r tex sets 
[ 123 ] (145) ( 36 ) ( 2456) 
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Fig. 3 - 2 The given graph with 
each edge d esignated 
by a number . 
I 
(II) Comparison 
[ 1 2 "31 ( r 4 s )( 3 0 ) ( 2 .t~ 5 G ) 
'* -'I-
- [ 2 =l ](4<;-) (36) (z,4 6) ... @ 
I 
Lz ~ 45) 0 b) ( 2 Ll-6-6)- [_.2. 4 5) ( GX-04 >6) 
* *" ... ~ "[< ' " '" '-
3 24 5 
[ ~]C G) 
@ [ 2 ] c 4 5 ) c b ) c_ z 4- ~- G ) - l o 1 s+-o F 
* ~ 
2 
[4 56} (._ 45) ( (, ) 
ll< ~ ,., * 
45 
[ 0](f ) 
Jl' * 
0 
(III) List all the trees 
* iJ: 
3 
[ ..z{ )(45)( 2 ' 5 6 ) 
1( *- 11: 111 
2 ~ 
LA '> ] (4 5") 
* ·¥ * -i< 
Group of Common Sets Trees 
(I)( ~ ) (_ 2 45""b) ., .2; 3 l 3 4 I::S S" I 3 G 
( I ) ( ;z, 4-S" ) (b) I Z. b l4 b 15"" , 
en (A."-) (a $") z3 4 2.;3 s- 24 ~ 3 S""f. 
\'2) (45) (0 ) 2. 4G 2 s-~ 
Total number of trees 13 
Discussion 
As illustrated by these two examples, we have the following con-
elusions to this tree-finding method. 
(1) All the combinations which listed from each group of the common 
sets by procedure 5, are trees. 
(2) No duplication of trees occurs. 
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(3) All the trees of a given graph are l isted. 
The proof of these three statements are given below: 
(a) The first common set are t he edges common to the operat i ng 
ver tex and the comparing v ertex, in other words, the corre-
spend i ng edges in the fi rst common set are incident to the 
two v ertices of the graph. The elements in t he second 
commo n set correspond to t he edges , which are common to a 
new v ertex and one of the prior two vertices (the vertices 
had be en compared f or obtaining the first common set). 
Similar ly, the assoc iated edge s of the elements in every 
additional common set wi l l connect a new add itional vertex. 
Since there are V-1 (V is t he number of vert ices of a graph) 
common sets in each group, a combination, taking one element 
from each common se t of one group, will connect V different 
vertices (all the vertices in a graph) . Therefore, the 
edges collec t ed by such combination is a tree. 
(b) Since the new "vert ex sets" stored i n the i+lth column are 
generated by eliminat ing th e common edges which have been 
found in the ith column of the same row (see procedure 2-(2)-
(a)), the elements in the common sets of the i+lth column 
will exclude some e lements which are in one common set of the 
th i column. Consequently, no t ree s li st from different group 
of common sets will be the same . Thus, there is no tree 
duplic a tions. 
(c) We start our procedure by t aking the first vertex of the 
origina l vertex sets to be the operating v er tex; t hen we 
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follow successive comparison procedure to find the common sets. This 
means that we take the edge associated to the elements in the operating 
vertex (say vertex A) as the reference edges and trace through them to 
the other vertices. The possible ways to reach other vertex (say 
vertex B) are through the edges which are common to both vertex A and 
vertex B. Other possible connections involve the edges corresponding 
to the elements, which are resulted from the ring s um operation of the 
vertex sets of A and B. This set of elements constitutes the new 
operating vertex by procedure 2-(2)-(b), The following Figures illus-
trate this point. 
(a) Operating vertex A (b) Common set AnB = [ 1}. 
New operating vertex 
set: A~B = [ 2,3,4} 
As we continue this process until one vertex set is empty , we get 
one group of common sets. Moreover, in each comparison step we also 
generate another new 'vertex set' with those elements of the common 
set (which have been found in the previous column) eliminated, By 
repeating this process repeatedly, we have all the possible groups of 
common sets. Thus, all the trees of the graph are found. 
3.2 Tree Finding Computer Program I (by dichotomy method) 
A digital computer program has been written in FORTRAN IV language 
for finding trees by the "dichotomy method." This program is included 
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in Appendix I. Examp l es 3.1, 3 .2 and 4 -vertex to 8-vertex complete 
graph s are solved by the same program. General descri ptions of t he 
program are given below: 
(1) Program Limitations. 
(a) No noriented linear graph. 
(b) Maximum number of ver tices of a given graph is 15. 
(c) Maximum number of edges in a given graph is 60. 








r~r,~ row of a~Bincidence ~~~~ix 
~econd row of an i ncidence matr ix 
~ First r ow of an incidence matrix 





N MB LIST 
I 
: 11 !.t l 
Fig. 3-3 Input Dat a Cards 
N - Number of vertices of a given graph. 
MB - Number of edges of a given gr aph. 
LIST - Conditions for tree printing. 
LIST 1 : print out all th e tr ees tha t hav e been fo und. 
LIST 0: do not print out the tr ees. 
KAM the incidence matrix of a given graph. 
(3 ) Output s . 
(a ) Trees , designated as 'IANS' in the program, can be printed 
out i n the form of i nteger numbers which are labeled for 
each edge of the given graph. 
(b) Total number of trees , designated as 'KSUM' i n the program. 
(c) Program time , designated as 'CL' in the program. 
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Set program time 
to zero 
t 
Read input: N, MB, LIST 
and KAM 
Initialize cons tants 
~ 
---8 
I Print out all the input data J 
Block C t 
1. Convert t he inpu t incidence matrix (KAM) to 3-
dimension matrix (KA). 







Successive l y cal l 
s ubroutine 'NPART ' 





Call subroutine 'TREE' 
r- - - when a gr oup of 1 common 1 
I sets' has been fo und. 
I 
I tL-____ _ 
I 
SUBROUTINE TREE 
Form trees from a grou p 
of 'common sets', desig-
nated as MTREE in the 
program , by taking one 
element from each row of 
'MTREE' at a time . 
2. Print the tree out as 
soon as it has been f orm-





Find the 'common set' 
from 'operating ver-
tex set' and 'com-
paring vertex set'. 
Generate two new 'ver-
tex sets', one for 
the same r ow opera-
t i on , the other for 
th e next row opera-
ti on. 
Determine the control 
condit ions for the 
requ irement of next 
operat ion. 
1. Print out the total number 
of trees . 
2. Print the progr am t i me. 







3.3 T-triangle Method. 
This tree finding method is based on a T-triangle which rs 
obtained from a given graph. We generate succeeding new T- triangles 
by the procedure, which will be stated in the algorithm. Then we list 
all the trees from each of the T-triangles. This method achieves both 
a reduced computation time and a smaller memory requirement for com-
puter implementation. It is also suited to hand computation because 
no duplications occur and no new graphs are required. 
T-triangle. A T-triangle of a graph is a triangular array, of which 
the element t .. , in the ith row and jth column of the T- triangle, 
~J 
is given by 
t, = l > 2., .. . , V-1 } 
J::=i. 
where IK is the set of all the edges incident to vertex K and V is the 
number of vertices in the graph. Fig. 3-4 illustrates how the T-
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l <,, "")"' t21 1zz. I 0 
t3, tn"_~ I 2 
_, 
tn. I _G, ~ "-
(C) ( d) 
Fig. 3- 4. Example illustrating T-triangles (a) a given graph G, 
(b) T-triangular diagram corresponding to G, (c) general form of a 
T- triangle corresponding to a 4-vertex graph, and (d) the T- triangle 
simplified from (b). 
If we expand the vertices of a graph to lines, called vertex 
lines, and reduce all the edges between each pair of vertices to small 
circles and connect them to their corr e sponding vertex lines in a 
triangular form, we will obtain a diagr am as shown in Fig. 3-4(b). 
Actually, Fig. 3-4(d) is a simpl ifi ed form of Fig. 3-4(b). We can 
consider each circle, which includes all the parallel edges between a 
pair of vertices, as a singl e switch. When we say that the switch is 
non-empty, we imply that one or more elements (edges) exist s in a 
cir c le. When we say that t he switch is empty, we imply that no element 
exists in the circle. With this concept we can examine some properties 
of T- t riangle s corresponding to a connected graph with V vertices. 
Pro perty 3. 1. 
Both the number of rows and the number of columns of a T-triangle 
are (V- 1) . 
Property 3.2. 
The number of vertex lines of a T- triang le is V and the total 




The switch corresponding to t: .. 
~J 
of a T-triangle has one end 
connected to vertex line (i+l) and the other end connected to a vertex 
line, which appears prior to the (i+l)th row in the triangular diagram 
(or the T-triangl'e). 
Property 3 . 4 
No two switches (sets of edges incident to two different pairs of 
vertices) of a T-triangle connect to the same pair of vertex lines . 
Proof : From the definition of t .. 
~J 
(an entry of aT- triangle), there 
is at least one subscript, either i or j, which is different from the 
corresponding subscript of any other entry. 
Property 3,5 
(a) All the switches corresponding to the entries of 'the first column 
of a T- triangle are connected to vertex 1. 
(b) All the switches corresponding to the entries of the last row of 
a T·triangle are connected to vertex V. 
(c) All the switches corresponding to the entries in the ith row and 
the entries in the (i+l)th column of the T-triangle are connected 
to vertex (i+l). 
Proof: The subscript j of each t ... in the first column is 1 ,· this 
~J 
implies that the corresponding switch has one end connected to vertex 
1. The subscript i of each t .. in the last row, the (V- l)th row, is 
~J 
V-1. Therefore, the corresponding switch has one end connected to 
vertex V. Each of the entries of the ith row has a subscript i. 
This implies that the corresponding switch is connected to vertex 
(i+l). Similarly , a switch corresponding to an entry in the (i+l)th 
column is connected to vertex (i+l). 
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Property 3 .6 
A T-triangle represents a linear graph and any linear graph can 
be converted to a T-triangle . 
The proo f of this property fol lows from the definition of a 
T- triangle and the concepts of vertex l ines and circles (switches) 
and property 3.5 . 
Definition 3.1: Simpl e Loop 
A simple loop is a closed loop formed by two edges which are 
incident to the same pair of verti ces of a graph. 
Convention : The elements inside a swi tch shall not inc l ude the 
vertices to which they are i nc ident in t he graph. A switch is clcsed 
to ver t ex k impli es that the el ements inside the switch are connected 
to vertex k. 
Theorem 3.1 
When a swi t ch is closed to its associated vertices, 
(a) No loop wi l l resul t i f there is onl y one element (edge) in that 
switch . 
(b) ~ simple loo ps will exist i f there are M elements in that switch, 
where M ~ 2. 
The proof i s sufficiently obv ious t o be omitted. 
Theor em 3. 2 
No loop can result if only t wo switches i n a T-triangle are closed 
to the ir a ssoci ated vertices except thos e simple loops formed within 
the i ndividual switches. 
Proof: By proper ty 3.4 we know that two switche s will connect at 
least t hr ee di ff erent vertex lines, therefore, the corresponding sub-
graph is a subtree . 
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Theorem 3.3 
If only one switch of each row preceding row i has been closed 
to its associated vertices, then 
(a) No loop occurs except the simple loops when any one switch of the 
ith row is closed to its associated vertices. 
(b) Loops will result when t wo or more switches of the ith row are 
closed to their associated vertices. 
Proof: In the first row there are two vertex lines and the inclusion 
of each succeeding row increased the number of vertex lines by one. 
Thu s, there are (i+l) vertex lines when the ith row is included. From 
properties 3.3 and 3.4, the (i+l) vertex lines are only connected by 
i swi tches. Therefore, no loop exists, except possible for simple 
loops. If two or more switches are closed in the ith row, then (i+l) 
vertex lines are connected by at least (i+l) switches, hence one or 
more loops exist. 
Theorem 3.4 
The collection of the elements, taking one element (edge) from 
each row of a T- triangle at a time, is a complete set of branches of 
a tree. 
Proof : An element in row i represents an edge which connects vertex 
i+l and one of the vertices preceding i+l. By taking one element f rom 
each row, each set contains V-1 edges, which connect V vertices. Thus, 
the theorem is true. 
For example, the trees listed from the T-triangle in Fig. 3 - 4(d) 
by this theorem are shown in Table 4. 
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Combinations 136 132 135 146 142 145 
Subgraphs 
Table 4 Trees list from the T-triangle in Fig. 3-4(d ) 
Theorem 3.5 
If all the entries of row i (for i ~ 2) and those directly below 
row i down to the bottom row are empty then the graph corresponding to 
t he T- triangle is disconnected , 
Proof: By property 3.3 the edges which can be connected to one of the 
vertices preceding vertex i + 1 are those elements in the i th row or 
directly below them. Since all of these elements are empty , ·the graph 
is d i sconnected, 
An example for this theorem is i llustrated in Fig. 3-5 . 
5 
I 
z 3 4 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 5 
0 0 0 6 7 
( Gt) 
Fig. 3-5 I llustration for theorem 3.5 
Theorem 3,6 
If a T-triangle, T1 , is generated from an original T-triangle, 
T , according to steps (a) through (d) , 
0 
( a) Move all the entries of the ith row- ofT directly down to the 
0 
bottom row, and 
(b ) Shift all the entries, which are located directly below the ith 





(c) Shift all the entries, which are located to the right of column 
(i+l) , upward one location and toward the left by one location, 
and 
(d) The entries in column (i+l) are translqted, successively , down-
ward to the bottom row and to the extreme right of that row. 
th ( Note that all the entries prior to the i row are unchanged.) 
The graph G1 corresponding to T 0 are 2-isomorphic. 
Proof : Since the procedure for the generation of the new T-triangle 
results in the rearrangement of vertex representation in the new 
T-triangle, graph G1 and G0 are identical with the exception of 
different vertex sequences. Thus, they are 2-isomorphic. 





Fig. 3-6 Illustration for Theorem 3.6 
Algorithm 
The procedure for tree finding by the T-triangle method is given 
below. 
(1) Obtain an original T-triangle, T , from the given graph. 
0 






( a) the entries of that column ar e not all zero, or 
(b) the entries to the left of column j and below row (j-1) 
are not all zero. 
(3) Obtain a new T- triangle, T.' f rom T by J 0 
( a) removing the elements of the (j-l)th row of T 
o' 
and 
(b) shifting a ll the entr ies, which are located at the left of 
column j and below row (j -1)' upward one loca tion , and 
( c) shifting all the entries at the right hand side of column 
j upward one location and toward the left by one location. 
Simul taneously the entries of the column j are translated, 
successively , downward to the bottom row and to the 
extreme right end of the T-triangle. 
(4) Repeat (2) and (3) fo r every j = 2, 3, •••• V-1, wher e Vis the 
(5 ) 
number of vertices of the graph . 
Fr om each of the newly ob tained T-triangle (call them T., j = 
J 
2 , 3 
. . . ' V-1) f rom steps (3) and (4) generate succeeding new 
T-triangl e (call them Tjk ' k j, j +l, ••• V-1) by taking an 
operating column k each t ime as iri ste ps (2) and (3). 
(6 ) Generate all the T- triang les successively by repeating (5) on each · 
newly gener ated T- tri angle . 
(7) Lis t all the trees from each T-triangle by obtaining all possible 
combinat i ons , tak ing one element at a time from each row of a 
T- t riangle. 
The illustrations for each step sta ted i n the above procedure are 
giv en in Fig . 3 -7 through Fig. 3-10, 
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1!7\ 1 - 2 3 6 5 
(a) 
Fig. 3- 7 Illustration for Step (1) 
)( 
'1-. ...: 
-o- o -: ~ 
0 o 1 ~ t l( 
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T23 T23 3 
I 
/ 
T4 T34 T334 T24 ~ T2334 
Fig . 3-10 Illustration for Steps (4) - (6) 
Step (7) in the procedur e is the s ame process previously discus s ed 
in theorem 3.4. 
Occ a sionally we may encounter a s pec ial c as e tha t all t he entrees 
in one row of T or in any new T- tri ang l e are empty. (This case 
0 
occurs wh en a given graph ha s a large number o f vertica l but wi th many 
pairs o f which are unc onnected.) If s u c h a case occurs, in the above 
pro cedure, we must move this empty row immediat e ly d own to the . bot t om 
r ow as provided by theorem 3 , 6. Co n t i nu e this proced ure unt il no row 
is emp t y, th e n cont inu e the other ste ps . This will be demonstrated i n 





Fig. 3-11 (a) A given graph, (b) T , the T-triangle 
0 
corresponding to the graph in (a). 
(I) Generate all T-triangles 


















Total number of trees 13 
Example 3.4 
1 5 
( ()_ ) 













(I) Generate all T-triangl e s 
( \ ) (5) 
l 
2, 3 s 
0 4 5 ~ 1 
3 4 0 
(3) (b) 
0 4 b 
3 0 4 
7 4 l 
(1) (4-) 
). 3 4 
4 
(II) Li st the trees of each T- triangl e 
r46 1346 { 1267 { 1475 { 1456 (1) 1247 1347 (2) 1367 (3) 1476 (4) 
1256 1356 
1257 1357 
r 63 f 26 37 (7) { 2674 (8) { 23 47 (5) 25 4 (6) 2634 
2573 
2574 
Tot a l number of tr e es 21 
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._ __ -----::/ 
3 s- A. 
(a) Graph G (b) 
Fig. 3-13 








(II) List the trees of each T-trianglE 
(1) j l235 
l l234 
(2) 1254 




0 3 0 
0 0 5 4 





(3) 1345 (4) 2543 
Proo f o f t he v al idity of the tr ee f ind ing me thod by T-tri a ngle 
(l) De f inition s 
V The number of ver t i ces of a g ive n graph. 
e A l · h · th f T . l t ny one e eme nt ~n t e ~ row o a -tr~ ang e. 
Ei All t he eleme nts in th e ith r ow of a T-triangle , i.e., 
E. = [ e. }. 
~ ~ 
T The se t of a ll the t r ees of a given graph. 
I 
Te.e. = A set of comb ina tion of V-1 elements inc l uding one 
• J 
element in row i and one el ement i n row j of a 
T-triangle. 
~-e · = A sub set o fT in wh i ch all the tr ees include 
• :J 
I 
Te·-E· L J 
elements e . and e . . Al s o i t i s a s ubset o f T ' 
e . e . 
~ J ~ J 
A subset of T;.e. 
' J 
, of whi c h the c ombina t ion of 










A set of comb ina tion of V-1 elements inc l uding one 
element in row i but excluding all the el ement s in 
row j of a T- t riangle . 
le--E·= L J A s ubset of T in wh i c h a ll t he tr ee s must inc lude 
the element e . but exc lude a ll the e lements in E. . 
~ J 
Te,-f.= A subset of T' 
- E. of whi c h t he combina t ions j e. 
~ J 
V-1 element s i s not a t ree. Tha t i s ; 
T;.-e:. = ~. - E- U Te.- E· 
' .J "J •J 
All t h e pos sib le combina t i o n s f orms by taki ng k 
of 
elements at a time f rom t he set E. 
~ 
Wher e k l' 2' 





All the trees of a graph can be sorted out into separate groups 
according to the elements from which they are formed. If we sort T 
into two subsets such that all the trees containing element ·"b" form 
one subset and all the trees which do not contain element "b" form 
another subset, then T is the sum of the trees of these two subsets. 
We shall sort the trees of the graph by recognizing the elements 
included in each row of a T-triangle. For simplicity , we assume that 
every entry , t .. , of a T-triangle has no more than one element in q 
our proof. Notice that no generality is lost by this assumption, 
because when listing the trees from a T-triangle, we can consider t he 




E, = { t 11l 
lE~) = e, 
substituting (3-3-2) into (3-3-1) we have 
Next, T can be expressed as 
el 
Te, = Te, (l:z,) + 1 e,- Ez 






(3 - 3-4) 
(3-3-5) 
The last term in (3-3-5) contains no tree a t all accord ing to 
theorem 3.3, henc e 
(3 - 3-5) as: 
By definition we can wr i te 
Te,e;;. = Te,t.z 1- tu + Te, t1.1- f z1 
Substituting (3-3 - 7) into (3 - 3-6), we have 
-rl -
I e, (E.z) :::. "fe.,ez + Te, l E"~) 
Bu t T~, <£i) = Te,(f~ ) T Te ,(Ez > 
Comparing (3-3-8) with (3-3-9 ), we ob tain 
T. - T, 
. e, u: .. > - e, e.~. 
Substituting (3-3-10) into (3-3-4), we have 
Te :: Te e + Te _ £ I I 2. I ~ 
Continue sorting T , we get 
e l e2 
1: -- T. -t-1 e,e2 - e1 e~. (E1) e, e.,_- E1 
By s imilar manipulations we c an drive 
Te,e2 (E1) == Te 1 e2 e1 
Sub s tituting (3 - 3 - 13) i nt o (3-3 -1 2), we have 




(3-3 - 9) 
(3-3-10) 
(3 - 3- 11) 
(3-3-12) 
(3-3 - 13) 
(3 - 3- 14) 
Subs t ituting (3 - 3 -14) i nt o (3-3 - 11) and then i nto (3-3-3), we have 
(3-3-15) 
If we cont i nue to sort the first term on the right hand side of 
equation (3 - 3 -15 ) by th e same manipulat ions until Ev - l , the elements 
o f t he la s t r ow of the T triangl e , have been cons idered , we will have 
+ · · · · · T Te e - E + Te -E + T_E I Z ] I ~ I (3-3-16) 
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Now, let us examine each term on the right hand side of (3-3-16) . 
We see that the first term gives the trees that we can list from T 
0 
by step (7) as stated in the algor-ithm. The second term is an empty 
set (no complete tree exist·s) because of removal of all the elements 
of the last row (corresponding to the removal of a node from the graph; 
see property 3.5). The third term gives the trees that we can list 
from T 1 . v- (Tv-l is defined in step (5) of the algorithm.) The 
fourth term gives the trees that we can obtain from the T-triangle, 
T 2 , which is obtained from T by removing the elements in row v- o 
(V-3) and keeping the elements in rows 1, 2, .•. V-4- unchanged (in 
order that we can have one element from each of the-se rows). Now, w·ith 
all the entries of row (V-3) removed, w.e take column j = V-2 as the 
operating column and following step (3) of the algorithm to generate 
the new T-triangle, TV_ 2 • The trees in the set 
are all the trees given by T 2 • v- . Similarly, we can sort the set 
associated with T 
v--2 and the results will 
be the trees that we can list from ~ T: T and V-.z J 1/-z,v-1 7 V -2 1 V - Z 
Tv-2 v-z v -I by step (T) of the algorithm. I J 
By r ·epeating the same manipulat·ion for the other terms in 
equation (3-3-15), we will have 
T 
The trees given by the· original T-triangle, T , and 
0 
all the new T-triangles, which are generated by steps 
(2) - (6), with tree listing method given in step (7) 
in the algorithm. 
This completes the proof. 
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3 ,4 Tree Finding Computer Program II (by T-triangle method) 
A digital computer program has been wri t t en in FORTRAN IV 
language for finding trees by T-tr iangle method. This program is 
included in Append ix I I . Ex ampl e 3.3 , 3. 4, and t he 4-vert ex to 8-
vertex complete graph s are solved by this program. The general de-
script ions of this program are given below. 
(l) Program limitations. 
(a) non-oriented linear gr aph 
(b) maximum number of ver t ices of a given graph is 15 
(c) max i mum number of edge s in a given graph is 300 . 










F t r ow of 'LINK TRIANGLE' } " LINK TRIANGLE" 
~_i~9 M:o lumn -"e":~~T 
1 1 10 ~ ll 20 : 2l 30 
Fig . 3 - 14 Input da ta c ards 
N Number of vertices of a given graph. 
MB Number of edges of a given graph. 
LI ST Cond it ions f or t ree printing. 
LI ST 1 : print out all the trees that have been found. 
LIST 0 : do not print out the trees . 
The "Link triangl e " of a graph i s a triangular array, the element 
of whi ch, f- .. in the .th row and . t h c olumn of the "Link triangle" 
' 
~ J ~J 
is given by 
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. '
~-. = the number of edges between vertices i and (i+j). 
~J 
Where i 1' 2' V-1, and V is the number of vertices of the graph . 
j + i ~ v 
an example of the "Link triangle" corresponding to Fig. 3-ll(b) is 
shown in Fig. 3~15(a). 
!-'"- Vert ex --'"-i 
2 3 4 
) I 
Ve rtex 2 
_l 3 




Fig. 3-15 (a) 'Link Triangle' corresponding to Fig. 3-ll(b) 
(b) T-triangle generated from (a) by the computer 
program. 
From the input of "LINK" the program itself will generate the 
original T-triangle, T , and label the elements in T by integers 
0 0 
in the sequence order as shown in Fig. 3-15(b). Notice that there 
are two edges between vertices 2 and 4 which are indicated by ~ 22 , 
(i.e., edges #4 and #5) but edge #5 disappears in T . 
0 
However, the computer will recover those parallel edges which are 
temporaril y omitted from the representation when the trees are listed 
from the T-triangle later. 
(3) Output. 
(a) Trees, designated as 'ITREE' in the program, can be printed 
out in the form of integers which are used for labeling the 
edges of the given graph. 
>'< edge # 5 is embedded in # 4. 
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(b) Total number of trees. 
(c) Program time. 
(4) Block diagram of t he program. 
START 
Set program time 
to zero -~-e 
Block A 
(1 ) Read input: N, MB, LIST 
and LINK 
(2) Conver t LINK to NT (orig inal 
T-tri angle, T ) 
0 
(3) Register the embedded edges. 
Block B 
j (1) Print out all the input data 
~ Initialize constants 
-r--·---· 
Block C I 
---
J 
l s_u_c __ c_e_s_s_i_v_e __ l_y_ c_a _ l_l _s--u-b-rou t i~e- ----------
~-1 "CONTL" at each row opera t i on 
1 ( 1) Check the requir ements 
1 for the operating column 






j ith row for "empty or not " - -!-, <l) 
lli 
3 • (3) Recover the embedded edge s ready 
~~ I for tree l isting. All el ements 
~ E1 ' stored in matrix 'MTREE' . 
; ~ \ L_B_l_o-ck D ---·- ---l ---. ---
+J § ~ I f-7ai1-s~broutine '~TREE~~-- --
.j..J ~ (1) Form trees by t aking one 
~ <lJ I element from each r ow of 
~ ~ 1 matrix 'MTREE' at a time 
>4 .C I I (2) Print the tree out as soon as 
1 
I it has been formed i f 1 LI ST' f: 0 
: [--- -- ;:~~-~:~~~:~~~:-~;;;;;~~ - ~~-;:~:~:~:---= 























Print out the total number 
of trees. 
Print the program time. 
STOP 
4. Computer Program for the Determination of Network Functions. 
A computer program for the determination of network functions, 
i.e., driving point admittance, driving point impedance, open circuit 
impedance, short circuit admittance, voltage ratio transfer function 
and current transfer function, has been written in FORTRAN IV 
languate and it is included as Appendix III. The T-triangle method 
of tree finding, which has been already described in section 3.3, is 
inserted in this program as a prirtcipal subprogram. The dichotomy 
method of tree "finding is easier to handle a network which has 
parallel edges between any pair of vertices; but, it requires more 
memory space than the T-triangle method does. Also, the time of com-
putation for the former will be a little longer if the network is more 
complex. The same networks given in examples 2.1 and 2.3 were solved 
using this program. 
4.1 Program limitation 
(1) Passive network without mutual inductance 
(2) The number of vertices of a given network are limited from 
3 to 15. 
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(3) Maximum number of edges of a given network is 300. 
(4) Maximum number of paralle l edges between any pair of 
vertices is 5. 
4.2 Rules for the labelling of a given network 
( 1) The l abels designated for the vertices of the termina l 
ports are shown in Fig. 4.1. 
1 .---- ,_ f--------. 2 J +--- R L C 2 R. L ( R. L.C 
3•- (2,4,~· ·V) 3------- (i>-: G,· .. V) f------ 4 3 ........_ (4,s;···v) ___., 3 
(o..) t b) (C) 
Fig. 4-1 (a) 1-P (b) 2-P (c) 2-p, when vertices 
3 and 4 are shorted together. 
The remai ning vertices are labe led with the numbers shown in 
parenthesis in Fig . 4- 1, where V is the number of vertices of the 
given network. 
( 2) The l abe ls of edges are designated by the integers from 
1 through E, the total number of edges. The paral lel edges 
between a pair of vertices must be numbered in sequence 
order . 
4,3 Input data. 
The data card configurations requir ed for the running of the 
program are described below. 
Dat a Card 
Sequence No. Columns Description and Specifications 
1 1 Blank, Dash and Plus Sign; 
2 used for printing the 
3 dividing line and signs of 




































Number of vertices; Max: 15 
Number of edges; Max: 300 
Ground conditions; 
1 if Fig. 4.l(c) is met. 
2 if Fig. 4.l(b) is met. 
(No constrain for 1-P) 
Port cond iti~ns; 
1: 1-P 
2: 2- P 
Disregarded. 
Same integer as labeled . for the edge 
in a given network. 
Vertices connected by the 
edge as indicated in column 1-10. 
The vertex number designated in 
column 14-16 must be the larger one. 
Same integer as designated for the 
corresponding entry of the original 
T-triangle. 
Number of parallel edges between the 
vertices as given in columns 11-16. 
Sequence number of the edge betwe en 
its para llel edges. 
Magnitude of the admittance of the 
edge; in decimal point form (Fl0.4). 
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Sequence No . Columns De s cription and Specificat i ons 
42-46 Degree in S-domain of the admi ttance 
o f the edge . 
47 -72 Di sregarded. 
The configurations of the remaining data cards of a problem are 
the same a s c ard No. 6 and each card specifies one different edge. 
The input data cards fo r examples 2.1 and 2.3 are shown in Table 5. 
1 
Ti t le 
(Cards 1-5 are the 
same for any given 
network.) 
2 
In pu t data for 
Example 2. 1 
·~r-1-fl 
3· 1 r f 
3 
Input data for 
Example 2. 3 
I I I I 
I 1 11l ~ 1 131 ;41 :Sl 
I -~y~ y~- ~~ ~~~-- = Z12=Z21= J._Z_2-·2-----_-_-Y-_l_l ___ Y12=Y21= 
2·2 ----;----v2/ vl - ~- v11v 2 = I2/n n ; p 
~~-:~'2 Wl ~ 1 1 .l'(l. _W2' 2' C'f:l _ _RL!..::2~(..:;_Y )~__;;_W.=,.l _;' ,t...:2::._'_).(..:;.Y)L- Wl' 2' (Y ) __ 
I W2. ,1 1 ( Y) U(Y) ~--~~~~--~7---~-------------------------------- ----4 6 1 1 
1--.1.--.. 4 ------:;-1----:1---1 ---r-. --·- -1 
·-----
-·- ---·-·--=2____:3::___;_4, 2 1 1 2 • 1 
z 3 "- 2 4 3 2 1 1. 0 
4 2 4 3 2 2 3 1 
______ __:;:__-=.___:;:___..:;:_ __ _..:;"-------'=- ~'-'-------"~----·----
1 5 2 3 4 2 1 1. -1 
H=--~ -~1 2 / 24 2 -~---2~- _____ -=:_o_--_-_-_-__ --_-
131=--"2'---=-; ___::;;._ ~----i --t--;-: -------i-----------1_ ~-~ ~ ! ~ : L_L ·---=~-------_---_--_ 
Table 5 Inpu t data fo r examp l e 2.1 and 2.3 
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4.4 Outputs. 
(1) Trees and tree admittance products of the given network 
and modified network will be printed out for the purpose of checking. 
(2) All the network functions of 1-P or 2-P will be printed 
out in the regular form as shown in the following example: 
DRYG Y 
4 .os .. -r- o +2 . oS* *' 1 t4 . 6S*~ 2 + 1.o S -* ~3 
The integer which follows ">'<>'<" is the power of "S." 
4.5 Block diagram of the program 
Blo ck A 
Blo ck B 
Block C 
( 1) Read: Signs and titles 
(2) Print out : Topological formulas which 
are used in this program. 
----
-
(1) Set program time to zero. 
2 ( ) Read in ut· p 1 h Al t e informa t~on of a 
given network . 
(3) Form the original T-triangle from the 
input information. 
(4) Register the embedded edges. 
(5) Print out all the input data and the 
original 
·---- - ----
the ground condition, 




II I I I II II 
Block D 1-- __ ...,....._ __ _ 
(1) Set values of i and j. 
(2) Call Subrouti ne "MODNET" to generage a modifi ed 




j of t he g iven network, N. 
_________ \ 
Call Subroutine "TREE" to ge ner ate all the 
trees of the ne t work N or the modified 
network N . .. 
~,J 
(2) Call subroutine "TREEPR" (a subroutine of 
"TREE") to ca lcu l ate the tree admitt ance 
products and accumul ate the values of the 
terms with same degre e s o that V(Y) or 
W. . (Y ) or L: U (Y) wi 11 be obtained. 
~,J 
(3) St ore t hese results in matrix form and 
des i gnated as "W(L,J) . " 
-- ---------- - -- --
Block F 
~--·----- -----
l _____________ _ 
Call Subroutine "Resul t" : 
(1) Form t he denominator and the numerator of the 
network function in polynomial s. 
(2) Reduc e the degrees of "S" if there are 
common factors in the numerator and 
Block G 
denominator. 
L_ (3) Print out the network functions . 
----------r---- ·---------------
I Pr i nt out: program t ime I 
- ---=- ----8 
If more than one problem i s 




4 . 6 Topological Formulas. 
The topological formulas [6]-[8] used in this program are listed 
below: 
z =Z = -k[W~2,(Y) + W1,,, CY)-W,,~CY) -W,~2..' (''()) 
I Z ~ I V(Y) 
ZLZ = ~ .z.~(Y) 
V(Y) 
' (::::: W?..,"J.' CY) 
2: U 
± [ v~ z. c Y) + w,: <-' c Y) - w,, ~· c Y > - w..t, ,/ c y ) J 
'1; 2.. = G./ = =-=~JL:.._ __ _________ _..:_. 
~u 
A)_.l. J = 
d__.l./-= 
:k- [w,,~, ( Y) -+ w~,,, \Y ) - vJ,, z N) - w ,;z/ c Y)) 
Wz,z: lY ) 
±L W,,z. (Y)-t W, ',zt ('()- w, .~~cy) -V\~/(Y)] 
Wz z:(y) 
I 











(4 - 6-11) 
5. Conclusion 
The results of the two new tree-finding programs s how tha t t he 
computation times and consequently the execut i on times for the deter -
mi nat ion of the network fu nct i ons are gr eatly reduced compar ed to 
ot her me thods. Furthermore, the program for determining network 
fu nctions in Appendix III can be modified for generalized ne t work 
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The digital computer program for finding trees by using the 
dichotomy method, as described in section 3.1, is presented below. 
Language: FORTRAN IV 
Machine: IBM 360/67 
Problems: 7 
The linear gra phs corresponding to each problem are shown below. 
2 
1 4 3 
3 1 ' 5 ~ 
6 
I • (a) Problem 1 (b) Problem 2 (c) Problem 3 I 




Problem 4 (e) Problem 5 
(f) Problem 6 




C THIS IS A TREE FINDING PROGRAM fW OICWlTOMY METHnf) 
C THE INPUTS ARF NO. OF VERTEX,NO. nF EDGES AI\Jf) THE 
C INCIDENCE MATRIX OF A GRAPH 
C MnRE THAN ONE GRAPHS CAN ~E SOLVED WITH THE SA~E 
C PPOGRA~ AT A TIME 
C N •••••• THE NlJMBER OF VERTICES OF A GIVE"J GR-\DH 
C ~9 ••••• fHE NUMRER. OF EDGES 0F A ~IVE~ GRAP H 
C LIST ••• CONDITIONS FOR. TREE PRINTING 
C LIST=l. •• PRINT ALL THE TREES TH~T HAVE R.~E~ FOU NO 
C LIST=O ••• DO NOT PRINT TH~~ OUT AT All 
C KAM ••••• INCIDENCE MATRIX f1F A GIVEN LINEA'< GRAPH 
C KS •••••• MATRIX DESIGNATED FOR nPERATTNG VERTEX 
C KA •••••• MATRIX DESIGNATED FOR BEING CO~DARISON 
C CL •••••• CLOCK TIME 
C NOL ••••• NO. OF THE 'GROUP OF COMMON SETS' 
C MTREE ••• MATRIX OF THE COMMON SETS 
C IANS •••• ONE TREE BY TAKING ONE ELEMENT FR.nM FACH 
C ROW OF 'MTRE~' MATRIX , THE COMMON SFTS 
C NTR ••••• NUMBER OF TREES FOUND IN FACH 'MTR.IX'~ATRIX 























PRINT 66 , N, MB ,LIST 
66 FORMAT (1Hl, ~X ,'NOOES=' ,13,•, EDGE$='13,', PRINT Cn~DITION='l2//, 
18X,'1NCIOENCF. MATRIX'//) 
on 2 I=l,N 









51 FORMAT (7X,3012) 
2 CONTINUE 
IF (LIST) 115,116,115 
115 PRINT 68 
68 FORMAT(/lOX,• TREES'/) 
GO TO 70 
116 PRINT 69 
69 FORMAT(/7X,'TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND,8UT NOT PRINTED') 
BLOCK C 
7C DO 59 I=1,NV 
DO 59 J=l,MB 
59 KA(l,I,J)=KAM(I+1,JJ 


















DO 100 Il=l,NXl 
NX=NXl 
M=l 
I F ( CON T L( M I • E 0 • 0 • 0 ) G 0 T 0 3 0 0 
CALL NPART( ~ ,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LTMP,C nNTL ,NX,MTR EE I IF (NX2.EQ.O) GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL(M+li.EQ.O.O) GO TO 300 
DO 99 I2=l,NX2 
":X=NX2 
""=2 
fF (CONTL(MJ.EO.O.O) GO TO 100 
-..J 
00 
CALL NPART (~,~A,KEY,KS,KA,L T ~P,C O NT L ,NX, M T ~EE ) 
I F (NX 3.EQ .O ) GO TO 190 
I F ( CONTL(M +l ) .EQ.O. O) GO TQ 100 
DO 9 8 I 3= 1 , NX 3 
NX=NX3 
M=3 
IF (CONTL(M).EQ.O.O) GO TO 99 CALL NPART(~,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LTMP,CONTL,NX,~T~EE) 
IF (NX4.EQ.O) GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL(~+l).EO.O.O) GO TO 99 
DO 97 I4=l,NX4 
NX=NX4 
M=4 
IF (CONTL(M).EQ.O.O) GO TO 98 CALL NPART(M,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LT~P,CONTL,NX,MTPEEl 
IF (NX5.EQ.O) GO TO 190 
IF <CONTL(~+ll.EQ.O.Ol GO TO 98 
00 96 15 =l,NX5 
NX=NX5 
M=5 
IF (CONTL(M).EQ.O.O) GO TO 97 CALL NPART(M,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LTMP,CONTL,NX,MTREE) 
IF (NX6.EQ.O) GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL(M+l).EQ.O.O) GO TO 97 
00 95 16 =l , NX6 
NX=NX6 
M=6 IF (CONTL(~).EQ.O.O) GO TO 96 
CALL NPART(M,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LT~P,CONTL,NX,MTREE) 
IF (NX7.EQ.O) GO TO 190 
IF ( CONTL(M+l).EQ.O.O) GO TO 96 
00 94 17 =l,NX7 
M=7 IF (CONTL(M).EQ.O.Ol GO TO 95 
NX=NX7 CALL NPART(M,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LT~P,CONTL,NX,MTREE) 
IF (NXB.EQ.O) GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL(M+l).EQ.O.Ol GO TO 95 
00 93 18 =l,NX8 
NX=NX8 
M=8 
IF (CONT UM ). EC .O.O) GO TO 94 CALL NPART(M, MB,K EY,KS,KA,LT MP, CONTL , NX, MTRfE ) 
I F CNX9.EQ.O) GO TO 190 
IF (C ONTL( M+l). EQ . O. OI GO TO 94 
-....1 
-o 
DO 92 I9 z1,NX9 
NXzNX9 
"'-=S 
IF (COI\JTL(M).EQ.O.Ol GO TO 93 
CALL 1\JPART{M,~B,KEY,KS,KA,LT~P,C ONTL,~X,MTR E EI IF(NX10.EO.Ol GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL(M+ll.EO.O.Ol GO TO 93 
DO 91 I 1 0= 1, 1\JX 10 
NX=NX10 
M=10 
IF (C OI\JTL(Mt .EO.O.Ol GO TO 92 
CALL NPART{M,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LT~P, C 8NTL,NX, M TREEl 
IF{NX11.EO.Ol GO TO 190 
IF {CONTL{M+1l.EO.O.O) GO TO 9? 
DO 90 I1l=l,NX11 
NX=NX11 
~=11 
IF (CONTL(M).EQ.O.O) GO TO 91 
CALL NPART(M,MB,KEY,KS,KA,LTMP,C ONTL,NX,MTRF F I IF(NX12.EQ.OI GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL(M+l).EQ.O.O) GO T0 91 
DO 8 9 I 12= 1, NX 12 
NX=NX12 
M=12 
IF (CONTL(M).EO.O. O) GO TO 90 
CALL NPART(M,M B,KEY,KS,KA,LTt.1P,CONH ,NX, MTRE El IF(NX13.EO.O) GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL{M+1l.EQ.O.OI GO TO 90 
DO 8 8 113= 1 , NX 13 
NX=NX13 
~=13 
IF {CCNTL(M).EQ.O.O) G O T~ ~ 9 
CALL NPART{M,M B ,KEY,KS,KA,LTMP, C nNTL,~X, M T REE l I F (NX14.E O.Ol GO TO 190 
IF (CONTL(M+li.EO.O.OI GO TO 8 9 
DO 8 7 114=1,NX14 
NX=NX14 
"'1= 14 
IF {CONTL(M).EQ. O.O) GO TO 8 8 
CALL NPART{M,MB,K EY,KS,KA,LTMP,C ONTL,NX, MTRFf: ) 190 CONTINUE 
NOL=NOL+l 
NTR=1 

























THE 'MTREE' MATRIX CAN RE PRINTED HERE 
CALL TREE (KEY,MTREE,LIST) 

















FORMAT (/8X,'TOTAL NO. OF TREES=',I7) 
CL=ITIME(O)*.Ol-CL 
WRITE(6 304) CL 
FORMAT ltt1X,' TIME= •,F7.2,' SECONDS') 















IF (KS(M,Jl.EQ.Ol GO TO 2 GO TO 9 
2 CONTINUE 
9 DO 3 1=1,NX 
IK=I 
IF(KAlM 1 1,K).EO.O)GO TO 3 GO TO 1? 
3 CONTINUE 
15 DO 72 J=1,MB 
LTMP(M,JI=KS(~,Jl*KA(M,IK,J) 
KEY(~I=KEY(M)+LTMP(M,J) 















DO 66 l=l,K 






SUBROUTINE TREE (K EY,MT RE E,LIST) 
DIMENSION KEY(l51,MTR EE (15,60I,IAN~(l 5 1 ll=KEY(l) 
DO 21 11=1,Ll 
M=l 
IANS(M)=MTREE(M,IlJ 
IF(KEY(M+ll.EO.Ol GO TO 200 
L2=KEY( M+U 
DO 22 12=l,L2 
M= 2 
IAN S ( M) = MT REE(M,I2) 
IF(K EY (M+ l ) . EQ. O) GO TO 200 
L3=KEY (M +l) 
DO 23 13=l,L3 
M=3 
I ANS(M)=MTREE(M 13) 
I F (K EY(M+l ) .EQ . O) GO TO 200 
L4=KEY(M+l) 
DO 24 l4=l,L4 
M=4 
IANSCM)=MTREE(M,I4) 
IF(KEY(M+lt.EQ.O) GO TO 200 
L5=KEY( M+U 
DO 25 I5=l,L5 
M=5 
IAN S(M)=MTREf(M , I5) 
I F (KEY(M+l).EQ.O) GO TO 200 
L6=KEY(M+l) 
CX> DO 26 16=1 ,L6 
N M=6 
I ANS(M)=MTREE(M,I6) 
IF(KEY(M+ l).EQ.O) GO TO 200 
L7=KEY(M+l) 
DO 27 17=l,L7 
M= 7 
IANS(M)=MTREE(M,I7) 
IF(KEY(M+l).EQ.O) GO TO 200 
LB =KEY(M+l) 
DO 28 l 8'=1 9 LB 
M=8 
IANS(M)=MTREE(M,I8) 
I F( KEY(M+l) . EQ.O) GO TO 200 
L9=KEY( M+l) 
DO 29 . I9=l,L9 
M=9 
IANS( M) = MTRE E(M , I9) 
IF(KEY(M+l) . EQ.O) GO TO 200 
LlO=KEY(M+ll 
DO 30 110=1, LlO 
M=lO 
IANS(M)=MTREE(M,IlO) 





















DO 31 I 11 = 1, Lll 
M=ll 
IANS(M)=MTREE(M,llll 
IF(KEY(M+lJ.EQ.O) GO TO 200 ll2=KEV(M+l) 
DO 32 112=l,Ll2 
M=l2 
IANS(M)=MTREE(M,Il2l 
IF(KEY(M+ll.EQ.O) GO TO 200 
Ll 3 = K E V ( M+ 1 ) 
DO 33 ll3=l,ll3 
M=l3 
IANS(M)=MTREE(M,Il3) 
IF(KEY(M+ll.EQ.O) GO TO 200 
ll4=KEY( M+ 1) 
IF (LIST.EQ.O) GO TO 100 
PRINT 50,(IANS(I),Y=l,M) 
FORMAT (10X,l5I3) 



















NODES= 4, EDGES= 6, PRINT CONDITION= 1 
INCIDENCE MATRIX 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 1 1 
TREES 
1 2 3 
1 2 4 
1 2 5 
1 2 6 
1 3 6 
1 4 6 
1 5 6 
2 3 4 
2 3 5 
2 6 4 
00 2 6 5 
~ 3 4 6 
3 5 6 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 13 
TIME= 0.63 SECONDS 
4o 
NODES= 5, EDGES= 7, PRINT CONDITION= 1 
INCIDENCE ~ATRIX 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 (I 0 1 1 
TREES 
1 2 4 6 
1 2 4 7 
1 2 5 6 
1 2 5 7 
1 3 4 6 1 3 4 7 
1 3 5 6 
1 3 5 7 
1 2 6 7 
1 3 6 7 
00 1 4 5 6 V1 1 4 5 7 
1 4 7 6 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 4 7 
2 3 5 6 
2 3 5 7 
2 3 6 7 
2 5 4 6 
2 5 4 7 
2 6 7 4 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 21 
TIME= 0.13 SECONDS 
00 
"' 
NODES= 4, EDGES= 6, PRINT CONDITION= 0 
INCIDENCE MATRIX 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
l 0 0 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 1 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 16 
TIME= 0.06 SECONDS 
NODES= 5, EDGES= 10, PRINT CONDITION= 0 
INCIDENCE MATRIX 
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 l 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 125 
TIME= 0.25 SECONDS 
# 
NODES= 6 , E DG E S = 1 5 , PRINT CONDITION= 0 
INCIDENCE MATRIX 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 l 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUI'..JO, RUT NOT PRINT ED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 1296 
T1 ME= 1.56 SF.:CONOS 
-
00 NODES= 7, EDGES= 21, PRINT CONDITION= 0 
-.J 
INCIDENCE MATRIX 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 · 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 1 1 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 16807 
TIME= 12.75 SECONDS 
(X) 
(X) 
NODES= 8, EDGES= 28, PRINT CONDITION= 0 
INCIDENCE MATRIX 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 262144 
TIME= 124.50 SECONDS 
-
APPENDIX II 
The digital computer program for finding trees by using the 
T- triangle method, as described in section 3.3, is presented below. 
Language: FORTRAN IV 
Machine: IBM 360/67 
Problems: 7 
The linear graphs correspondin g to each problem are the same 






















THIS IS A TREE FINDING PROGRAM BY T-TRIANGLE METHOD 
THE INPUTS ARE NO. OF VERTEX,NO. OF EDGES AND THE 
'LINK TRIANGULAR ARRAY' 
MORE THAN ONE GRAPHS CAN BE SOLVED WITH THE SAME 
PROGRAM AT A TIME 
N •••••• THE NUMB ER OF VERT ICES OF A GIVEN GRAPH 
MB ••••• THE NUMB ER OF EDG ES OF A GIVEN GRAPH 
LIST ••• CONDITIONS FOR TREE PRINTING 
LIST=1 ••• PRINT ALL THE TREES THAT HAVE BEEN FOUND 
LIST=O ••• DO NOT PRINT THEM OUT AT ALL 
NT •••••• T-TRIANGLEfiN 3 DIMENSION 
IPP ••••• ONE DIMNNS ON MATRIX,NO. OFEOGES BETWEEN 
EACH PAIR OF VERTICES 
ITREE ••• ONE TREE BY TAKING ONE ELEMENT FROM EACH 
ROW OF 'MTREE' MATRIX,THE COMMON SETS 
NTR ••••• NUMBER OF TREES FOUND IN EACH 1 MTREE 1 MATRIX 
KSUM •••• TOTAL NUMBER HAVE BEEN FOUND OF THE GRAPH 
DIMENSION NT(25 1 25,25)tiROWC25)1ICOL(25),MTREEC25,50), 1 INDC25),LINKC2~,25),1PP(300),KtY(251 
1100 CL=ITIME(O)*.Ol 





READ (5(45{END=l111) N,MB,LI ST 
45 FORMAT 31 0) 
NV=N-1 
DO 50 I=l,NV 50 READ (5(60) CLINKCI,J),J=I,NV) 
60 FORMAT 3011) 
KF=LINK(l,U 
DO 51 l=l,NV 
DO 51 J=l NV 














KF=KF-LINK( I ,J) 
PRINT 62,KF 
62 FORMAT (8X, 1 EDGES CALCULATEO='I3//lOX,'INPUT LINK'//) DO 63 I=l,NV 
63 PRINT 67,(LINK(I,Jl,J=I,NV) PRINT 64 
64 FORMAT (/ 1 INPUT T-TRTANGLE'//J 
DO 65 I=l,NV 
65 PRINT 67,(NT(l,I,J),J=l,l) 
67 FORMAT (10X,25[3/) 
IF (LIST) 115,116,115 
115 PRINT 68 
68 FORMAT(/10X, 1 TREES'/) 
GO TO 70 
116 PRINT 69 






















CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IR~W,JCOL,MTREE,K EY,lPP) IF (KEY(MJ.EQ.O) GO TO 34 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 






IF (IX.EQ.l) INO(M)=INDCM-1) 
CALL CONTLCM~NV,IX1 NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,IPP) IF (KEYCMI.EQ.O) Gu TO 3~ 
IF CM.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.1) INOCM)=INDCM-1) 
CALL CONTLCM,NV,IX,NT,K,tROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,IPPl 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 32 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.l) INO(M)=INDCM-1) 
CALL CONTL(M1NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,IPPl 
IF CKEY(M).EQ.O) GU TO 31 
IF CM.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF CIX.EQ. l ) IND(M)=INDCM-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX 1 NT,K,JROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,JPP) IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 3u 
IF CM.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF CIX.EQ.1) IND(M)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,IPP) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 29 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EO.ll IND(M)=IND( M-1) 
CALL CONTLCM,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW 1 ICOL,MTREE,KEY , IPP) IF CKEY(M).EQ .O) GO TO 28 
\() 
w 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.1) INO(~)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IR~W,ICOL,MTREE,K~Y,IPP) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 27 
IF (M.EO.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.l) IND{M)=IND(~-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IR OW,JCOL,MTREE,~EY,IPP) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 26 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
M=lO 
DO 10 I10=l,N10 
IX=IlO 
INO(M)=M 
IF (IX.EQ.l) IND(M)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,IPP) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 25 
IF (M.EO.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.1) IND(M)=IND(~-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,IPP) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 24 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (fX.EQ.l) IND(M)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,IPP) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 23 
IF (M.EO.NV) GO TO 200 





















IF (IX.EQ.1) IND(M)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,N T,K,IROW , ICOL,MT RE E,KEY,IPP) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 22 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 









DO 15 1=1, NV 
NTR=NTR*KEY(I) 
NSUM=NSUM+NTR 
PRINT T- MATRIX AT HERE 
CALL TREECKEY,MTREE,NV LIST) 
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,l{,l2,13,14),NV 
CONTINUE 
JX=l4 
IF CIROW(JX).EQ.O.OR.ICOLIJX).EQ.O) GO TO 23 
INX=IND( JX-U CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 
CONTINUE 
JX=13 
IF CIROW{JX).EQ.O.OR.ICOL(JX).EQ.O) GO TO 24 
INX=IND(JX-1) CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 
CONTINUE 
JX=l2 IF (IROW(JX).EQ.O.OR.ICOL(JX).EQ.O) GO TO 25 
INX=IND( JX-1) CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 
CONTINUE 
JX=11 





IF <IROW(JX).EQ.O.OR.ICOL(JX).EQ.O) GO TO 27 
INX=IND(JX-1) 
CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,Kl 9 CONTINUE 
27 JX=9 
IF ( IROW(JXl.EQ.O.OR.ICOL(JXl.EQ.O) GO TO 28 INX=INO(JX-1) 
CALL NEWTRI(JNX,JX,N,NV,NT,Kl 8 CONTINUE 
28 JX=8 
IF (IROW(JXl.EO.O.OR.ICOL(JX).EO.Ol GO TO 29 INX=INO(JX-1) 
CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 7 CONTINUE 
29 JX=7 
IF (IROW(JX).EO.O.OR.ICOL(JX).EQ.OI GO TO 30 
INX=INO(JX-1) 
CALL NEWTRI(JNX,JX,N,NV,NT,KI 6 CONTINUE 
30 JX=6 
INX=INO(JX-1) 
IF (IROW(JXI.EQ.O.OR.ICOL(JX).EQ.O) GO TO 31 CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 5 CONTINUE 
31 JX=5 
-o IF (IROW(JX).EO.O.OR.ICOL(JXl.EO.Ol GO TO 32 
\..11 INX=INO(JX-1) 
CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,Kl 4 CONTINUE 
32 JX=4 
IF (IROW(JXl.EO.O.OR.ICOL(JXl.EO.Ol GO TO 33 
INX=IND(JX-1) 
CALL NEWTRI(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 3 CONTINUE 
33 JX=3 
IF (IROW(JX).EQ.O.OR.ICOL(JXI.EQ.O) GO TO 34 INX=INO(JX-ll 
CALL NEWTRl(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 2 CONTINUE 34 JX=2 . 
IF (IROW(JX).EQ.O.DR.ICOL(JXI.EQ.O) GO TO 35 
INX=INO(JX-1) 
CALL NEWTRJ(INX,JX,N,NV,NT,K) 1 CONTINUE 
c 









FORMAT (/8Xp'TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 1 ,17) 
WRITEC6,300J Cl 
FORMAT (//7X,• TIME= •,F7.2, 1 SECONDS') 
GO TO 1100 
STOP 
END 





IF ((M+IX).GT.NV) GO TO 12 
DO 11 J =MQ,NV ICOL(MQ)=NT K,J,MQ}+ICOLCMQ) 
DO 11 I =1 M 
11 IROW(MQ)=NfCK,J,I)+IROW(MQ) 
12 JJ=O 
DO 16 I =1,M 
IF CNT(K,M f i ).EQ.O) GO TO 16 
KF=NT(K,M, ) 
JP=IPPCKF) 
DO 18 J= 1, JP 
JJ=JJ+1 








NEWTRI(INX 1 JXfN,NV 1 NT,K) NT(25,25,25J,I EMP(Z5) 
1.0 
-....! 
DO 20 I :;l,NUM 
20 ITEMP(I)=O 
NJ=N-JX 
DO 21 I=JX,NV 
ITEMP(J)=NT(INX,I,JX) 
21 CONTINUE 
C MOVE THE ENTIES ON BOTH SIDES OF THE OPERATING 
C COLUMN JX ACCORDING TO THE ALGORITH~ 
DO 22 I =1,NJ 
l=JX-2+1 
DO 24 J -=1 1 L IF(J.GE.JXI GO TO 23 








SUBROUTINE TREE(KEY MTREE,NV LIST) 
DIMENSION KEY(25),MT~EE(25,50f,ITREE(25) 
N1=KEY(l) 
DO l ll=1,Nl 
K= 1 
ITREE(K)=MTREE(K,Il ) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
N2=KEY(K+l) 
DO 2 12=l,N2 
K=2 
ITREE(K)=MTREE(K,I2 ) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
N3=KEY(K+l) 
DO 3 13 -=l,N3 
K=3 
ITREE(K)=MTREE(K,I3 ) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
N4=KEY(K+l) 





IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
N5=KEY(K+l) 
DO 5 15 =l,NS 
K=5 
ITREECK.=MTREE(Kfl5 ) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) GO 0 200 
N6=KEY(K+U 
00 6 16 =l,N6 
K=6 
ITREE(K)=MTREECK,I6 ) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
N7=KEY(K+l) 
DO 1 17=l,N7 
K=7 
ITREECKJ=MTREE(K 9 17 ) IF CK.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
N8=KEY(K+l) 
DO 8 18=1 9 N8 K=B 
ITREECKJ=MTREECK,I8 ) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
N9=KEY(K+1) 
DO 9 I9=1,N9 
K=9 
ITREECKJ=MTREECK,I9 ) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
NlO=KEY(K+l) 
DO 10 110=l,N10 
K=lO 
ITREECK)=MTREE(KfllO) 
IF (K.EQ.NV) . GO 0 200 
Nll=KEY(K+U 
DO 11 lll=l,Nll 
K=ll 
ITREE(K)=MTREE(K,Ill) 
IF (~.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 
Nl2=KEY(K+U 
DO 12 112=l,Nl2 
K=12 
ITREE(K)=MTREE(K,I12) 
IF (K.EO.NV) GO TO 200 
Nl3=KEY(K+l) 





















IF (K.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 Nl4=KEY(K+1) 
DO 14 114=l,Nl4 K=l4 
ITREE(K)=MTREE(K,Il4) CONTINUE 
STATEMENT OF PRINT ONE TREE IS INSERTED HERE IF (LIST.EQ.O) GO TO 100 
PRINT 50, (I TREE( II ,I=l,NV) 
FORMAT (10X,2513) 
















NODES= 4, EDGES= 6, PRINT CONDITION= 1 
EDGES CALCULATED= 6 
INPUT LINK 






3 4 6 
TREES 
1 2 3 
1 2 4 
1 2 5 
1 2 6 
..... 1 3 6 0 
0 1 4 6 
1 5 6 
2 3 4 
2 3 5 
2 6 4 
2 6 5 
3 4 6 
3 5 6 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 13 
TIME= 0.63 SECONDS 
NODES= 5, EDGES= 7, PRINT CONDITION= 1 
EDGES CALCULATED= 7 
INPUT LINK 
1 1 0 0 






0 4 5 
0 0 6 7 
TREES 
1 2 4 6 
1 2 4 7 t-' 1 2 5 6 0 
t-' 1 2 5 7 
1 3 4 6 
1 3 4 7 
1 3 5 6 
1 3 5 7 
1 2 6 7 
1 3 6 7 
1 4 7 5 
1 4 7 6 
1 4 5 0 
2 5 6 3 
2 5 6 4 
2 5 7 3 
2. 5 7 4 
2 6 3 7 
2 6 3 4 
2 6 7 4 
2 3 4 7 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 21 




NODES= 4, EDGES= 
EDGES CALCULATED= 
INPUT LINK 






3 5 6 
6, PRINT CONDITION= 0 
6 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 16 




NODES= 5, EDGES= 10, PRINT CONDITION= 0 
EDGES CALCULATED= 10 
INPUT LINK 
1 1 1 1 






3 6 8 
4 7 9 10 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 125 




NODES= 6, EDGES= 15, PRINT CONDITION= 0 














2 6 3 7 10 
4 8 11 13 
5 9 12 14 15 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 1296 




NODES= 7, EDGES= 21, PRINT CONDITION= 0 
EDGES CALCULATED= 21 
INPUT Ll NK 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 






3 8 12 
4 9 13 16 
5 10 14 17 19 
6 11 15 18 20 21 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 16807 




NODES= 8, EDGES= 28, PRINT CONDITION= 0 





















3 9 14 
4 10 15 19 
5 11 16 20 23 
1 
1 
6 12 17 21 24 26 
1 
7 13 18 22 25 27 28 
TREES HAVE BEEN FOUND, BUT NOT PRINTED 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 262144 
TIME= 32.87 SECONDS 
, 
APPENDIX III 
A computer program for the determination of network functions . 
The same networks as given in examples2.1 and 2,3 are solved in this 
program, 
Language: FORTRAN IV 
































THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF NETWORK 
FUNTIONS BY USING TOPOLOGICAL FORMULAS 
AT A TIME 
N ••••• THE NUMBER OF VERTICIES OF A GIVEN NETWORK 
MB •••• THE NUMBER OF EDGES OF A GIVEN NETWORK 
IGR ••• GROUD CONDITION 
IGR=l •••• THE VERTICES 1' AND 2 1 0F A 2-P NETWORK 
ARE SHORTED,AND DESIGNATED AS VERTEX 3. 
IGR=2 •••• THE VERTICES 1' AND 2' OF A 2-P NETWORK 
ARE NOT SHORTED,AND DESIGNATED AS VERTEX 
3 AND VERTEX 4 RESPECTIVELY IN THIS PROGRAM 
NO CONSTRAIN FOR 1-P NETWOEK 
IPORT •• PORT CONDITION 
IPORT=l FOR 1-P 
IPORT=2 FOR 2-P 
LE ••••• LABELLING NUMBER OF A EDGE 
CONNECTED BY LE NX MUST BE LESS THAN NY 
NK •••••• ORIGINAL T-fRIANGLE,IN MATRIX FORM 
INTEGER A,DASH 
DIMENSION NKC20,25t,tPP(l50) Y(300),1S(300) tPPN(l50), 
lLA8ELC150,10),LBL(l50,10)pNT{20,25,25)tLINE{lOO),TITLE(ll,lO), lNAME(lO,lO),W(50),WV(B,50J ,DEN(30),1PS 50),IS0(50),PNU(30) 
BLOCK A 
READ DIVISION LINE SYMBOLS 
READ ~5,49) BLANK,PLUS,DASH 
49 FORMAT 3Al) 
DO 45 J=l,lOO 
45 LINE(J)=DASH 
READ (5 , 54) ((TITLECI,Jl,J=l,lOl,I=l,ll) 
54 FORM AT 60A l / 50Al ) 
READ (5,55) (( NAME(l,J),J=l,l0),1=1 1 10) 55 FORMAT 60Al/40Al) 
C•••••• •• ••• •••• • •• PRINT THE TOPOLOGICAL FORMULAS PRINT 40 0 
400 FORMAT(lHl 20X,•FORMULAS 1 ///) 
PRINT · 40t,lNAME(l,J),J=l,lO),(TITLE(l,J),J=l,lO),(LINE(J),J=l,45), 
l( NAME(2 J) J=l,lO) 
PRINT 40t,lNAME(2J J),J=l,lO),( TITLE(2,J),J=l,lO),(LINE(J ) ,J=l,45), 
lCNAME(l,JJ,J=l 10 
401 FORMAT(30X lOA{/SX,55Al/30X lOAl//) 
PRINT 402,((NAME(I,J),J=l,l0),1=6,7),((NAME(I,J),J=l,l0),I=4, 5), 








PRINT 40l,(NAME(3,J),J=l, l O),(TtTL E(4,J),J =l,lO),(LIN f (J),J=1,45), 
l(NAME(l,Jl J=l,lOl 
PRINT 40l,lNAME(3,J),J=l, lO ),(TITLE(5,J),J =l, l 0),(LINF(J),J= l,4 5 ), 
1CNAMEC8,J),J=l,l0l 
PRINT 402,((NAME(I,J),J=1,10l,l=4,7l,(TITL E(6,Jl,J=l,l 0 l, 
l(LINECJl,J=l,45),(NAM EI 8 ,J),J=l,l0) 
PRINT 40l,CNAMEC2,J),J=l,lOl,(TlTLE(7,J),J= l,l Ol,(LIN E(Jl,J= l,45), 
l(NAME(8,J),J=l,l0l 
PRINT 402,( (NAME(I,J),J=l,lOl,I=6,7l,((NAM E(I,Jl,J=l,lOl,T =4, 5 ), 
lCTITLE(8,J)tJ=l,lO),(LINE(J),J=l,45),(NAMF(2,Jl,J= l,l Ol 










READ (5flfENO=l111l N,MB,tGR,IPORT FORMAT 4 5) 
PRINT 59 
59 FORMAT (1Hl,20X 1 1 INPUT DATA'///) 
7 
PRINT 7, N,MR,IGR,IPORT 
FORMAT(/lOX, 1 NODE= 1 ,I2,5X,'EDGES=',I2,5X,'GR CON DITI ON: ',I2,','1 2, 
1'-PORT 1 //, 
1 1 /EDGE NO/NODE NO/LABEL IN NK/NO BTN NOOES/A DMITT/S- DGRE / 1 /, 
1' LE NX NY NK(NY-l,NX)=K IPP(K) Y(LEl lS(L El 1 ) 
ITERM=2*N-l 
NV=N-1 
DO 2 l=l,NV 
DO 2 J=l,I 
2 NK(I,Jl=O 
DO 6 l=l,MR 
READ (5f3l LE,NX,NY,K,IP P(Kl, KJ,Y(L El,IS( LE l 





PRINT 4lLE,NX,NY,NK(NY-l,NX),IPP(K),Y ( LEl,I S(L f l 











PR I NT 29 
29 FO RM AT (//15X, 1 0R I GINAL T-TRIA NG LE 1 /) 
DO 26 l=l,NV 
DO 26 J = l ,I 
26 NT Clt lf J)=NK( I ,J) 
DO 3u =1 NV 




If (IGR.EQ.l) N4=3 
MF=B 
IF (IPORT. EQ.1) MF=2 
BLOCK D 
DO 10 L::l,MF 
GO TO (11,12,13,14,15,lb,l7,18),L 
11 NI==N 
GO TO 100 
C••••••••••••••••••TO YIELD THE NET FOR Wl,l' 12 IK=N3-l 
JK=l 
GO TO 200 
C •••• ~•••••••••••••TO YIELD THE NET FOR W2,2' 13 I K=N4-l 
JK=2 
GO TO 200 
C••••••••••••••••••TO YIELD THE NET FOR Wl,2 14 IK =l 
JK=l 
GO TO 200 
C••••••••••••••••••TO YIELD THE NET FOR Wl',2' 15 IK=N4-l JK=3 . 
IF(IK.LT.JK) GO TO 41 
GO TO 200 
41 PRINT 44,L,IK,JK 
44 FORMAT (///20X,' l = ',I2,5X, 1 IK= 1 ,I2,' JK=',I 2//) 
DO 42 l=l,ITERM 
42 WV(L~I)=O. 




43 FORMAT (/10X,'NO TREE'//' WV(L,J)=',15F6.2) 
GO TO 10 
C •••••••••••••••••• TO YIELD THE NET FOR W1,2' 
16 IK=N4-l 
JK=1 
GO TO 200 
C••••••••••••••••••TO YIELD THE NET FOR W2,1' 17 IK=N3-l 
JK=2 
GO TO 200 


















00 65 I=l,ITERM 
W( I )=0. 
PRINT 64,(NAME(L,J),J=1,10) 
FORMAT (///5X 10A1/) 
CALL TREECNI,NT,Y,tS,IPPN,W,N,LBL) 






67 FOR~AT (1Hl,20X,'PRINT OUT THE NETWORK FUNCTIONS'///) 
C••••••••••••••••••DRIVING POINT ADMITTANCE DO 7q 1=1 ITERM 
DEN( I )=WVfz ,I) 
79 PNU(I)=WVCl,I) 
LK=l 
CALL RESULT(DEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISQ,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUS) 
C COMPUTE THE OPEN-CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE,ZOC 
c •••••••••••••••••• z11 







CALL RESULT(DEN t PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISO,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUS) 
IF (L.EQ.2) GO TO 100u 
C••••••••••••••••••Z12,Z21 DO 81 I = 1f I TERM DEN( I) =WV 111) 81 PNU(I)=0.5* WVC6,It+WVC7,1)-WV(4,1)-WV(5,1)) 
LK=3 
CALL RESULT(OEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISQ,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUS) 
c •••••••••••••••••• z22 




CALL RESULT(OEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,tSQ,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUS) 
C COMPUTE THE SHORT-CIRCUIT AOMITTANCE,YSC c •••••••••••••••••• v11 
DO 83 1=1 ITERM 
DEN( U=WVf8, I) 
83 PNU(I)=WV(3,1) 
LK=5 CALL RESULT(OEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISO,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUSt 
C••••••••••••••••••Y12,Y21 
00 84 1=1,ITERM · OENCI)=WV 8 I) 
84 PNU(I)=0.5*fWV(4,1)+WV(5,1)-WV(6,1)-WV(7,1)) 
LK=6 
CALL RESULT(DEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISQ,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUS) 
c •••••••••••••••••• v22 
00 85 1=1 ITERM 
DEN( U=wvl8, u 
85 PNU( I )=WV C2, t ) 
LK=7 
CALL RESULTCOEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISQ,LK,TITLE,BL~NK,PLUS) 
C•••••• • ••• • ••••• • •V2/V1 00 86 1=1 ITER M 
PNU( I )=O.S* CWV(6,1)+WV(7,1)-WV(4,I)-WV(5,1)) 
86 OENCIJ=WV(2,I) 
LK=8 
CA LL RESUL T( OEN, PNU, N,LI NE, ISP,ISQ , LK,TITLE , BLA NK, PLUS) 
C••••••••••••••••••V1/V2 DO 87 1=1 ITERM 
PNUCI)=O.S*CWV(6,1)+WV(7, 1 ) - WV(4,It - WV(5,J) ) 87 OENC I )=WV( 3, I) 
LK=9 




C •••••••••••••••••• I2/I1 
DO 88 I=l,ITERM 
PNU(1)=0.5*(WV(4,I)+WV(5,IJ-WV(6,Il-WV(7,1)) 
8 8 DE N ( I ) = W V ( 3 , I ) 
LK=10 
CALL RESULT(DEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISQ,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUS) 
c •••••••••••••••••• I1/I2 
DO 89 1=1,ITERto! 
PN U ( I ) =0. 5* ( WV ( 4, I ) + WV ( 5, l ) -WV ( 6, I ) -WV ( 7, I ) l 
89 DEN(I)=WV(2,1) 
LK=11 
CALL RESULT(DEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISQ,LK,TITLE,BLANK,PLUS) 
1000 CL=ITIME(0)*.01-CL 
c 





WRITE(6 300) CL 
300 FORMAT {/!5X,' TIME= 1 ,F7.2, 1 SECONDS') 








SUBROUTINE MODNET(IK 1 JKlN,L,NK,NT,NifiPP,Y,IS 1 IPPN 1 LABEL,LBL,N4) DIMENSION NK(20,25),1PP 150),Y(300), $(300),IPPN(l~O), 
1LABEL(l50,10J,LBL(l50,10l,NTC20,25,25) 
TRANSFER NK TO NT 
INPUT T-TRIANGLE 
NV=N-1 
DO 80 I=l,NV 
DO 80 J=l ,I 
NT(l,J,J)=NK(I,J) 
PRINT 82,LtiK,JK 
FORMAT (///20X,' L=',I2,5X,'IK=',I2,' JK=',I2/I) 
CHANGE COLUMN JK TO 1 
GO TO (1(2,3),JK 




DO 5 I=JK NV 




C CHANGE ROW IK TO 1 
IF (IK-2) 10,7,6 








IF (NR.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
DO 9 l=l,NR 
ITEMP=NT(l IK+I 2) NT(1,1K+l,~)=NTf1fiK+I,IK+l) 
9 NT(1,IK+I,IK+l)=l EMP 
10 DO 30 1=2,NV _ 
ll=NH 1, I, 1) 
12=NTC1,1,2) 
K=ll 
t-' IF ( Il.EQ.O) K=I2 ~ IF (K.EQ.O) GO TO 30 
JB=O IF (ll.EQ.O) GO TO 25 JB =I p.p ( I U 
DO 26 J=l, JB 
26 LBLCK 1 J)=LABEL(ll,J) 25 IF (Jz.EQ.O) GO TO 29 
J A=IPP(I2) 
DO 27 J=l,JA 
JB=l+JB 
27 LBL(K,JB)=LABEL(I2,J) 
29 I PPN(K)=JB 
30 NT(l,l-ltl)=K IF (NV.l .3) GO TO 45 
DO 34 1=3,NV 
DO 34 J=3, 1 
IP=NHl,I,J) 
NT(l,I-1,J-l) =IP 
IF (IP.EQ.O) GO TO 34 
JP=IPP(IP) 
IPPNCIP) =JP 





3t LBL( I P,III =LAR FL( IP,I I I 
? 4 COf\TINU E 
45 NI=NV 
NV=NT-1 
NE W T-T R IANGL ~ CAN BE PRINT Er) HF. RF I F (L.EQ. 8 ) GO TO 49 
GCl TO 40 
49 DO 50 I =1,NV 
DO 50 J =1,1 
NK ( I , J) =NT ( 1 , I , J ) 
I F P.JK(I ,J) .EQ.O) GO Tn 50 
K= NK ( I , J I 
IPP(I<)=JPPN(K) 
NJ=IPP(K) 
DO 51 JJ =1,NJ 
5 1 LABELIK,JJ)=L BL(K,JJ) 
50 CONTINUE 
L= <; 
IF ( N4. E Q. 4) GO TO 55 
IK=1 
JK=1 
GO TO 56 
55 IK=2 
JK=2 
56 GO TO 100 
40 RETURN 
END 
SUBRO UTI NE TREE ( NI , NT Y,I S ,IPP N,W N,L RL) 
DI ME NS ION NT (20 , 25,25 ),T RO W( 25 l,IC OL( 25 ) ,MTREE ( 25 , 25 ), KE Y(25 ), 
11 N D ( 2 5) f Ll M ( 25) , T P PN ( 1 50 ) , W ( 50 t , LT R E E ( 2 0 , 6 0 I , L BL ( 1 50 , 10 ) , 
1 Y( 300), S ( 300 } 
I F (Nl. EQ.O ) STOP 














N1 l=N I - 11 
Nl2=N- 12 











IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 34 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.1) IND(M)=IND(M-11 
CALL CONTL(M , NV,IX,NT , K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY , LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTREEI 
IF (KEY(M) . EQ.O) GO TO 33 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.E Q. l) I ND(M)=INO(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NVJIX,NT1K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,K EY,LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTR EE ) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O GO Tu 32 
I F CM.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ. 1 ) IND ( M)= IND (M - 1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL, MTRE E,KEY,LI M,IPPN,LBL,LTRE E) 
IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 31 
IF CM.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 







IF (IX.EQ.l) INO(M»=INO(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV 1 IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KFY,LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTREEJ IF (KEY(M».EO.OJ GO TO 30 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.1) IND(M)=lND(~-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,LI~,IPPN,LBL,LTREE) IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 29 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.1) INO(M)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTREEJ IF (KEY(M».EO.O) GO TO 28 
IF (M.EO.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.l) INO(M)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,LIM,IPPN,LRL,LTRFE) IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 27 
IF (M.EO.NV» GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.l) INO(M)=INO(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTREEJ IF (KEY(M).EQ.O) GO TO 26 
IF (M.EO.NV) GO TO 200 
DO 10 IlO=l,N10 M=lO 
IX=I10 
INO(M)=M 
IF (IX.EQ.1) IND(M)=INO(M-1) 
CALL CONTL(M,NV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTRE~,KEY,LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTR~E) IF (KEY(M).EQ.OJ GO TO 25 








IF CIX.EQ.1) INDCM)=INDCM-1) 
CALL CONTLCM,NVriX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTREE) 
IF CKEYCM).EQ.OI GO TO 24 
IF CM.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 




IF (IX.EQ.l) IND(M)=INDCM-1) 
CALL CONTLCM,NVriX,NT~K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,LIM,IPPN,LRL,LTRE f ) 
IF CKEY(M).EQ.OJ GO Tu 23 
IF CM.EO.NV) GO TO 200 




IF CIX.EQ.l) INDCM)=IND(M-1) 
CALL CONTLCMtNV,IX,NT,K,IROW,ICOL,MTREE,KEY,LIM,IPPN,LBL,LTREE) 
IF CKEYCMl.Eu.O) GO TO 22 
IF (M.EQ.NV) GO TO 200 








DO 15 1=1 NV 
15 NTR= NTR*LfMCil 
NSUM=N SU M+NTR 
C PRIN T T- MATRIX AT HERE 
180 CALL TREEPRCNV,LTREE,Y,IS,LIM,W,N) 
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 7 14),NV 14 CONTINUE 
22 JX =l4 


























IF (JROW(JX).EQ.O.OR.ICOL(JX).EQ.O) GO TO 28 
INX=IND(JX-1) 
CALL NEWMTR(INX,JX,NI,NV,NT,Kl 
t-' 8 CONTINUE 



















































IF ((M+IX).GT.NV) GO TO 12 
DO 11 J =MQ NV 
ICOLCMQ)=NT{K,J,MQ)+ICOL(MQ) 
DO 11 l =1 M 
11 IROWCMQ)=Nf(K 1 J,I)+IROW(MQ) 12 JJ=O 
INC::O 
DO 16 I =l,M 
IF CNTCK,M,I).EQ.O) GO TO 16 
JJ=JJ+1 
MTREE(M,JJt=NT(K,M,t) 
KF=NT< K, M, I) 
JP=IPPNtKF) 

























DO 20 I ==l,NUM 
ITEMP(I)=O 
NJ=Nl-JX 
DO 21 I=JX,NV 
ITE~P(I)=NT(INX,I,JX) 
CONTINUE 
MOVE THE ENTRIES ON BOTH SIDE OF OPT COLUMN JX UP ONE POSITION 
THEN MOVE THE ENTRIES ON THE RIGHT OF JX ONE POSITlON TO LEFT DO 22 I =l,NJ 
L=JX-2+1 
DO 24 J =l,L 
IF(J.GE.JX) GO TO 23 
NT(K,L,J)=NT(INX,L+l,J) 








SUBROUTINE TREEPR(NV LTREE,Y IS LIM W,N) 






DO 1 J 1 = 1, M1 
l=1 
KJ=l TREEClfJU IDGRCL)=IS KJ) 
YPRDCU=YCKJ) 
ITRLCU=KJ 
IF CL.EC.NV) GO TO 300 
M2=LIMCL+U 






IF CL.EQ.NV} GO TO 300 
M3=LIMCL+1) 






IF CL.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
M4=LIM(L+U 






IF (L.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
M5=LIMCL+U 





IF CL.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
M6 =LHH L+ l J 









IF (l.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
~7::;:LI M( L+U 






IF (L.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
MB=ll M( l+l) 






IF (L.EQ.NVJ GO TO 300 
M9=LIM(L+U 






IF (L.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
Ml O=LI M( L+l) 





ITRL ( L) =KJ 
IF (L.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
Mll=LIM(L+l) 





ITRL ( U =KJ 
IF (L.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
Ml2=LIM(L+l) 









IF (L.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
M13=LIM(L+1) 






IF CL.EQ.NV) GO TO 300 
Ml4=LI M( L+ 1) 





ITRL ( U =KJ 
300 PRINT 301,YPRO(L),IDGR(L),(ITRL(I),I=l,NV) 
301 FORMAT (/5X, 1 TREE PROD(Y)=',Fl0.4,'S**'•I2,5X,'TREE 1 ,2513) ISJ=IDGR(L)+N 
WCISJ)=W(ISJ)+YPRD(L) 




















SUBROUTINE RESULTCDEN,PNU, N,LINE,ISP,ISQ,LK,TITLE,BLA NK ,PLUS) 





DO 33 J=1,ITERM 




IF (K.EQ.l) GO TO 11 
IF (DEN(KI) 11,12,12 
11 QSIGN(KI=BLANK 
GO TO 34 
12 QSIGN(K)=PLUS 
34 IF(ABS(PNU(J)I.LT.ESP) GO TO 33 
1=1+1 
PNU( I )=PNU( J t 
ISP( ll=J 
IF (I.EQ.U GO TO 1 
IF (PNU(I)) 1,2,2 
1 PSIGN(l)=BLANK 
GO TO 33 
2. PSIGN(!)=PLUS 
33 CONTINUE 
IF (150(1)-ISP(l)) 20,20,21 
20 M= I SO( 1 l 
GO TO 25 
21 M= IS P ( 1) 
25 DO 36 J =1 K 
36 ISQ(J)=ISQ{J)-M 
DO 37 J=1,1 
37 ISP(JI=ISP(J)-M 
PRINT 72,((PSIGN(J),PNU(J) ISP(JJI,J=1,11 
PRINT 73,(TITLE(LK,J) ,J=l,{O), (LINE( I), 1=1,60) 
PRINT 74,((QSIGN(J) DEN(J),ISQ(J)I,J=1,K) 
72 FORMAT(//20X,10CAl,F6.2,'S**'I2)/(20X,10(A1,F6. 2,'S**'I2))) 73 FORMAT (10X,l20All 












I 2/ll = 






1/2( Wl,2'{Y) + W2 1 l'CY)- Wl 1 2(Y) -Wl' 1 2'(Y)) 
-----------------------------------------------
V(Y) 
W2,2 1 {Y) 
-----------------------------------------------V{Y) 
W2, 2 1 (Y ) 
-----------------------------------------------U(Y) 
1/2( Wl,2(Y) + Wl',2'(Y t- Wl,2' ( Y) - W2 1 l 1 (Y) t 
-----------------------------------------------U(Y ) 
Wl,1'( Y) 
-----------------------------------------------U ( Y) 
1/2( Wt,2f{Y) + W2,1'tY) - Wl,2(Y ) -Wl',2'(Y)) 
Wl,l'(Y) 
1/2( Wt,2'(Y) + WZ, t '(Y)- Wl,2(Y ) -Wl',2 1 (Y)) 
-----------------------------------------------W2 , 2'(Y) 
l/2( W1,2(Y) + Wl 1 ,2 1 (Y)- W1,2'(Y) - W2,l'(Y) ) 
-----------------------------------------------W2, 2 '(Y) 







NODE = 4 EDGES~ 6 GR CONDITION= 1, 1-PORT 









NX NY NK ( NY-1 , NX)=K IPP{K I Y(LE) IS ( LE I 
1 4 1 1 1 .0000 -1 
3 4 2 1 z.oooo 1 
2 4 3 2 1 .0000 0 
2 4 3 2 3 .00 00 1 
2 3 4 2 1 . 000 0 -1 




1 3 2 
V{Y ) 
TRE E PROD (Y) = 2. 0 0 0 0S** 0 TREE 1 3 2 TR EE PRO D(Y)= 1.0000S**-2 TREE 1 3 5 TREE PROD {Y) = Z. OO OOS**-1 TREE 1 3 6 TREE PROD{Y ) = 6 . 00 005** 1 TREE 1 4 2 TREE PROD (Y )= 3 . 00005**-1 TREE 1 4 5 TREE PROD(Y)= 6 . 0000S** 0 TR EE 1 4 6 TREE PROD{Y)= 2.00 005**-1 TREE 1 2 5 TREE PROO{Y)= 4 . 00005** 0 TREE 1 2 6 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 8 
WV{L,I)= o.o 1.00 7.00 12 . 0 0 6 . 00 o.o o.o 
L= 2 IK= 2 JK= 1 
W1,l'(Y) 





TREE PROD(Y)= 3.00005** 0 TREE 5 
TREE PROD(Y)= 2.00005**-1 TREE 6 
TREE PROD(Y)= 4.00005** 1 TREE 6 
TREE PROD(Y)= 2.00005** 0 TREE 6 
TREE PROD(Y)= 6.00005** 1 TREE 6 
TREE PROD(Y)= 1.00005** 1 TREE 1 
TREE PROD(Y)= 3.00005** 0 TREE 1 
TREE PROD(Y)= 2.0000S** 1 TREE 2 
TREE PROD(Y)= 6.0000S** 2 TREE 2 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 12 

















PRINT OUT THf NETWORK FUNCTIONS 
l.OOS** 0+ 7.005** 1+ 12.005** 2+ 6.005** 3 
DRYG Y: -------------------------------------------------------------1.005** 0+ 4.005** 1+ lO.OOS** 2+ 12.005** 3+ 6.00S** 4 
1.00S** 0+ 4.00S** 1+ 10.005** 2+ 12.005** 3+ 6.00S** 4 
Z11 = -------------------------------------------------------------1.005** 0+ 7.005** 1+ 12.005** 2+ 6.005** 3 





NODE = 4 EDGES= 5 GR CONDITION= 2, 2-PORT 







NX NY NK(NY-1,NX)=K IPP(Kt YCLE) ISCLEt 
1 2 1 1 1.0000 1 
2 3 2 1 2.0000 -1 
1 4 3 1 1.0000 0 
2 4 4 1 1.0000 1 
3 4 5 1 1.0000 0 
ORIGINAL T- TRIANGLE 
1 
0 2 
3 4 5 
V(Y) 
TREE PROO(Y)= 2.0000S** 0 
TREE PRODCY)= 2.00005** 1 
TREE PROOCYt= 2.00005** 0 
TREE PROD(Y)= 1.0000S** 1 
TREE PROD(Y)= l.OOOOS** 2 
TREE PROO(Y)= l.OOOOS** 1 
TRE E PROD(Y)= 2.00005** 0 
TREE PRODCY)= · 2.00005**-1 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 
WV(L,I )= o.o o.o 2.00 
L= 2 IK= 2 
W1,1'CY) 
TRE E PROD(Y) = 1. 000 0S ** 1 
TREE PROD(Y)= 1. OOOOS** 1 
TREE PROD(Y)= l.OOOOS** 2 
TREE PROD(Y)= 2.0000S**- l 
TREE PROD(Y) = 2.00005**-1 
TREE l 2 3 
TREE 1 2 4 
TREE 1 2 5 
TREE 1 3 5 
TREE 1 4 5 
TREE 3 4 5 
TREE 3 4 2 
TREE 3 5 2 
a 
6.00 4.00 1.00 
JK= 1 
TR EE 1 3 
TREE 1 5 
TREE 1 4 
TREE 2 3 





TREE PROO(Y)== 2.0000S** 0 TREE 2 4 
TREE PROO(Y)== l.OOOOS** 1 TREE 3 4 
TREE PROO(Y)== l.OOOOS** 1 TREE 5 4 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 8 
WV ( L, I ) = o.o o.o 4.00 2.00 4.00 1.00 o.o 
L= 3 IK= 3 JK= 2 
W2 1 2'(Y) 
TREE PROO(Y)= 2.00005** 0 TREE 2 1 
TREE PROO(Y)= 2.00005**-1 TREE 2 3 
TREE PROO(Y)::: l.OOOOS** 1 TREE 5 1 
TREE PROD(Y)= 1.0000S** 0 TREE 5 3 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 4 
WV(L,I)= o.o o.o 2.00 3.00 1.00 o.o o.o 
L= 4 IK= 1 JK= 1 
Wl 1 2(Y) 
t-' 
w TREE PROO(Y)= 2.0000S**-l t-' TREE 2 3 
TREE PROO(Y)= 2.00005** 0 TREE 2 4 
TREE PROD(Y)= 2.00005**-1 TREE 2 5 
TREE PROO(Y)= l.OOOOS** 0 TREE 3 5 
TREE PROD(Y)= 1.00005** 1 TREE 4 5 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 5 
WV ( l, I ) = o.o o.o 4.00 3.00 1.00 o.o o.o 
L= 5 IK= 3 JK= 3 
W1',2'(Y) 
TREE PROD(Y)= 2.0000S**-l TREE 3 2 
TREE PROO(Y)= 1.00005** 1 TREE 3 4 
TREE PROO(Y)= 1.0000S** 1 TREE 3 1 
TREE PROD(Y)= Z.OOOOS** 0 TREE 2 1 
TREE PROO(Y)= 1.0000S** 2 TREE 4 1 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 5 
WV(L,I)= o.o o.o 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 o.o 
L= 6 IK= 3 JK= 1 
W1,2'(Y) 
TREE PROO(Y)= 1.0000S** 1 TREE 5 1 
TREE PROO(Y)= 1.00005** 1 TREE 5 4 
TREE PROO(Y)= 2.oooos••-1 TREE 5 2 
TREE PROO(Y)= 2.0000S** 0 TREE 1 2 
TREE PROO(Y)= 2.0000S** 0 TREE 4 2 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 5 
WV(L,I)= o.o o.o 2.00 4.00 2.00 o.o o.o 
L= 7 IK= 2 JK= 2 
W2, 1 ' ( Y) 
TREE PROO(Y)= 1.00005** 2 TREE 1 4 
...... TREE PROO(Y)= 1.00005** 1 TREE 1 5 
w TRE E PROD(Y )= 1.0000S** 1 TREE 1 3 N TREE PROO(Y)= 1.00005** l TREE 4 3 
TREE PROO(Y)= 1.00005** 0 TREE 5 3 
TOTAL NO. OF TREES= 5 
WV(L,I)= 0.0 o.o o.oo 1.00 3.00 1.00 o.o 
L= 8 IK= 2 JK= 1 
U(Y) 
TREE PROD(Y)= l.OOOOS** 1 TREE 1 
TREE PROO(Y) = 2.00005**-1 TREE 2 
TREE PROO(Y)= l . OOOOS** 0 TREE 3 
TREE PROD(Y) = 1. 0000S** 0 TR EE 5 
TOTAL NO. Of TRE ES= 4. 














PRINT OUT THE NETWORK FUNCTI ONS 
2.005** 0+ 6.005** 1+ 4.005** 2+ 1.005** 3 
4.005** 0+ 2.005** l+ 4.005** 2+ 1.005** 3 
4.005** 0+ 2.005** 1+ 4.005** 2+ 1.005** 3 
2.005** 0+ 6.005** 1+ 4.005** 2+ 1.005** 3 
-2.005** 0+ 1.005** 2 
2.005** 0+ 6.005** 1+ 4.005** 2+ 1.005** 3 
2.00S** 0+ 3.005** 1+ 1.005** 2 
2.005** 0+ 6.005** l+ 4.005** 2+ 1.005** 3 
2.005** 0+ 3.005** 1+ l.OOS** 2 
2.005** 0+ 2.005** l+ 1.005** 2 
2.005** 0 -l.OOS** 2 
2.00S** 0+ 2.005** 1+ 1.005** 2 
4.005** 0+ 2.00S** 1+ 4.00S** 2+ l.OOS** 3 
-------------------------------------------------------------2.005** 0+ 2.005** 1+ 1.005** 2 
-2.005** 0+ 1.005** 2 
4.005** 0+ 2.005** 1+ 4.005** 2+ 1.005** 3 
-2.00S** 0+ 1.005** 2 
2.005** 0+ 3.005** 1+ 1.005** 2 
2.005** 0 -1.005** 2 
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